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vacuum cleaved CdTe interfaces we show that the interfaces formed are very
non abrupt with interface widths in some cases exceeding twenty five angstroms.
Also, provided one eliminates the systems where cadmium outdiffusion into
high work function metals occurs then good agreement between the linear inter-
face model in the Schottky limit and the data occurs. Where cadmium outdif-
fusion into high work function metals does occur it is postulated that Fermi
level pinning in the band gap occurs due to the formation of doubly charged U
cadmium vacancies. The presence ofoan interfacial layer, due to oxidation or
due to deposition of very thin (< 2A) aluminium layers, between the vacuum
cleaved CdTe surface and the metal overlayer drastically effects the Schottky I
barrier height. Oxidation of the surface prior t metal deposition always
leads to an increase in Schottky barrier height.zThe deposition of ultra thin
aluminium layers between the CdTe surface and the metal overlayer produced
effects which varied with the thickness of the aluminium interlayers. The
complexity of these systems, though, are such that much more data will be
needed to establish the mechanisms responsible for these effects.

In Section 2 of this report we consider the role of surface defects in the
pinning of the Fermi level at free semiconductor surfaces and in the adsorption
and oxidation processes involved when these surfaces interact with gases and
metals. The role of imperfections at metal-semiconductor interfaces, in
chemical interactions and in the determination of electrical characteristics
is discussed. It is shown that there are conflicting views in the literature
and some of these unresolved views are discussed.
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SECTION 1

Metal Contacts to CdTe



I
1:0 INTRODUCTION

In this section the results are presented for barriers

fabricated on low resistivity CdTe samples. The CdTe

crystals used were: In doped n-type crystals grown by the

Fast Vertical Bridgman technique described 
in a previous report

26

Sample parameters were typically : mobility -500cm2vlS-;

carrier concentration -10'cm-
3 ; resistivity -1-10 Q.cm.

Crystals were grown using a Cd over pressure of 2.1

atmospheres and an indium dopant concentration of 2 x 10"s

atom.cm - 3 . The crystals were slow cooled after growth. It
2

was reported previously 
2 hat attempts at fabricating

Schottky barriers on CdTe resulted in large variations in

the reported values of barrier heights. One reason for this

may lie in the use of so many different types of surface

preparation prior to metal deposition. As was shown in the previ-

26
ous report many of the surface preparations commonly used

frequently leave the CdTe surface either oxidised or even

depleted of one of the constituent species. It is not

surprising then that a variation in the barrier heights of

metal contacts on these surfaces is seen. To reduce the

problems associated with these surface variations the metal

contacts in the work that follows have been evaporated onto

the two most reproducible types of CdTe surface i.e. the

ultra high vacuum cleaved (110) surface and the air cleaved

surface exposed for 48 hours to air at a pressure of one

atmosphere.

1:1 EXPERIMENTAL METHODL The method of experimentation used involves carrying
out complementary surface investigations sequentially on

seunily1
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the same sample in the same ultra high vacuum chamber without

breaking the vacuum. The techniques of XPS, AES, LEED, UPS,

I - V and C - V variation were used. The approach to the

metal semiconductor formation investigation is twofold.

Firstly controlled amounts of metal, from fractions of a

]j monolayer upwards are evaporated onto the surface of CdTe.

The early stages of Schottky barrier formation were then

Imonitored by XPS, UPS and AES. Once a thick metal overl:

had been established the Schottky barrier heights were

measured in situ by I -V and C - V techniques. LEED was

Iused to determine the degree of order in the metal overlz

In all cases the results presented are for metal-CdTe

Iinterfaces fabricated at room temperature.

11:2 RESULTS

1: The Vacuum Cleaved (110) Surface of CdTe

(a) Gold (Au).

IFig. 1.1 shows the dark current voltage characteristics of

a typical Au - vacuum cleaved CdTe Schottky diode. Barriers

measured for several such diodes ranged from 0 bn = 0.92eV to

0.98eV with n,the ideality factor varying from 1.1 to -1.5

The most typical value though was 0bn = 0.96eV with

n = -1.1. A rectification factor of 102 - 10, was typically

seen on the application of -0.2V.

ICapacitance-voltage measurements, made at 10KHz, were

made on the devices. A typical result is shown in fig. 1.2

The c2 versus V plot is very linear up to lV indicating a

[uniform doping profile in the semiconductor. The slope of

the plot gives a value of the doping density, Nd, which for

this diode was in good agreement with the bulk doping

1 2
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density as measured by the Hall Ecffect. For all diodes

fabricated good agreement between I - V and C - V values of

barrier height was obtained.

Fig. 1.3 shows the UPS spectra obtained during the

formation of a Au-CdTe diode. Spectra shown are angle

resolved photoelectron spectra for normal emission. He I

radiation of energy 21.2eV was used, the angle of incidence

of radiation to the crystal surface being 55 . Evaporation

times shown are in seconds. Spectrum 1 is the UPS spectrum

of the vacuum cleaved CdTe. The various peaks may be

understood, to a first approximation anyhow, in terms of

bulk electron states . Particularly prominent is the

emission from the spin orbit split cadmium 4d level at

binding energies of -10.9 and 11.SeV. Upon progressive

deposition of Au these levels shift to lower binding energies

by -0.85eV, while at the same time the energy separation of

the spin orbit split components remains unchanged. Emissions

from these Cd 4d levels remain a prominent feature of the

spectra even for quite a thick coverage of Au. At thick Au

coverages it is not possible to say anything about the Te

presence by UPS since the emissions from the Au 5F orbitals

mask any emissions from the Te valence levels. The shift

of the CdTe features in the spectrum with increasing Au

coverage is due to a Fermi level movement, at the semi-

conductor surface, down the band gap, indicative of the

formation of a Schottky barrier of -0.85eV. This observation

is based on two assumptions. Firstly that the ultra high

vacuum cleaved surface of Cdge does not have any surface

states which could pin the Fermi level, such that the bands

near the surface are flat. Secondly that the electron

5
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I

escape depth i.e. the probing depth of the technique

(10-20A) is short compared to the band bending (several

I hundred A) following metal deposition. The Fermi level

movement at the semiconductor surface for Au deposition is

summarised in fig. 1.lSalong with the behaviour of other

Imetals. This observation of band bending with increasing Au
coverage is in agreement with the Schottky barrier heights

Iestablished for thick film coverages by I - V and C - V

techniques.

IAn evaluation of the contact formation by XPS and AES

produced similar deposition profiles. An XPS profile is shown

in fig. 1.4. This shows that initially there is a substantial

Ifall off in the Cd and Te peak intensities, but as the Au

overlayer builds up, the Cd and Te peak intensities reached

some equilibrium position where relatively little decrease

in peak intensity of Cd and Te was seen, even after

evaporation of quite a thick Au overlayer. Slight argon

ion bombardment of this interface showed that the Cd and Te

atoms were incorporated within the Au overlayer rather than

being situated on its outer surface.

LEED investigations of the metal overlayer showed that

the overlayer was pollycrystalline in nature. At no time

were any ordered LEED patterns observable.

(b) Silver (Ag)
Current voltage measurements on silver-vacuum cleaved

CdTe produced different behaviour from that observed for

Au-CdTe systems. I - V showed that even at high bias (>l.OV)

there was exhibited very little or no rectification and

a linear voltage current relationship was observed indicating

t 7L
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the presence of a very low (<0.1eV) barrier or ohmic contact.

The resulting "barrier" was too low to be measured by C - V

methods.

These observations were checked by evaporation of

silver and gold contacts side by side onto the same vacuum

cleaved CdTe surface. Where Au produced barriers as

measured by I - V and C - V, of -0.96eV silver produced very

low or ohmic contacts. UPS measurements confirmed this

observation. The spectra, shown in fig. 1.5, show that as

the silver is progressively deposited onto the CdTe surface

no movement of the prominent Cd 4d levels occurs to a higher

or lower binding energy. This concurs with the I - V and

C - V results. The UPS results show another important

occurrence. That is that even at high Ag overlayer thickness
o

(>50A) emissions from the Cd 4d orbitals are still seen

while those at lower binding energy, due to the Te valence

levels are not apparent in the spectra. This then begs the

question. How abrupt is this interface?

To probe this further AES and XPS deposition profiles

were obtained during the formation of such Ag-CdTe inter-

faces. These are presented in fig. 1.6. XPS shows that

even after deposition of more than SOA of Ag some Cd is

still evident in the metal overlayer. While Te is lost

from the probing depth of the technique at relatively thin

metal overlayer coverages. Slight bombardment of the

thicker Ag overlayer with argon ions showed that the excess

cadmium is incorporated within the silver rather than on

its outer surface.

In contrast to the XPS investigations, AES studies

produced contrasting results as can be seen from fig. 1.6.

9
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clearly the interfacial mixing process is being severely

influenced by the incident electron beam used in the Auger

technique. This bears out the observations of the electron

beam induced disorder observed for the vacuum cleaved CdTe

surface Clearly the emitted currents

induced during XPS, of the order of 10-1 0 A, do not seem to

influence the stoichiometry of the surface. These observations

underline the great need for care in the application of

methods and interpretation of results on materials, like

CdTe, where incident electron beams are used.

LEED showed the thick silver film to be polycrystalline.

(c) Aluminium (Al)

Current voltage characteristics of Al-vacuum cleaved

CdTe interfaces showed behaviour very similar to that of

Ag-vacuum cleaved CdTe interfaces i.e. very low barrier

(<0.1eV) or ohmic in nature. No rectification was seen in

the I - V characteristics even up to a bias of 1.SV. These

observations were also checked by evaporation of Al contacts

and Au contacts onto thesame vacuum cleaved surface of CdTe.

Au contacts produced typically barriers of -0.96eV yet all

the Al contacts proved to be ohmic.

An UPS investigation of the formation of Al-vacuum

cleaved CdTe interfaces produced an as yet previously unseen

type of behaviour. The spectra are shown in fig. 1.7.

Upon deposition of Al several things of note happen: i) at
very low Al coverage, before any modification of emission

in the valence band region occurs all features in the

spectrum due to CdTe shift to higher binding energies by

-0.2eV. ii) as the Al coverage is increased so the features

121
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move back to their original binding energies. iii) atI
higher Al coverage one sees a new component appearing on

the lower energy side of the Cd 4d emissions by -0.6eV. As

the Al coverage increases this feature becomes very dominant.

This new 'Cd' peak is due to chemically shifted emission

from the Cd 4d orbitals of Cd which has been removed from

the semiconductor surface and incorporated in the metal

overlayer. The Fermi level movement associated with the

interface formation is summarised in fig. 1.15. It is known

that Al can act as a shallow donor in bulk CdTe2 . If one

assumes that if on an initial indiffusion of Al atoms into

the surface layers of the CdTe similar shallow donor levels

accrue then the initial behaviour seen with UPS is consistent

with the indiffusion of Al to form a highly n-type surface

layer with the Fermi level being located near to the conduction

band edge. As the metal contact grows on the surface then

charge transfer now occurs from these shallow donors

resulting in the Fermi level moving back down the band gap.

XPS deposition profiles indicate a similar type of behaviour

as is seen with UPS. Initially both Cd and Te reduce at

about the same rate. However at larger Al coverages the

emissions due to Cd increase compared to the Te emissions,

consistent with the out diffusion of the Cd atoms (see

fig. 1.8).

LEED investigations of the thick Al film at no time

showed a recognisable pattern indicating that the metal

overlayer was polycrystalline.

14
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i (d) COPPER (Cu)

I - V and C - V measurements of Cu-vacuum cleaved

CdTe Schottky barriers yielded barrier heights of 0.43eV to

0.46eV. I - V produced barrirs generally of the order

0.43eV to 0.44eV with n values of -1.05 to L.I. Rectification

Iat 0.5V was -100-200. C - V measurements produced barriers

typically slightly higher than the I - V measurements at

0.44eV to 0.46eV. The slope of the C-/V plots were fairly

linear indicative of a uniform doping profile in the semi-

conductor.

UPS measurements taken for deposition of Cu on vacuum

cleaved CdTe are presented in fig. 1.9. Two main occurrences

are important here. Firstly all the peaks in the spectra

appear to shift to lower binding energies by -0.2eV as the

copper overlayer is gradually built-up. Assuming, as in the

case of Au, that the bands near the atomically clean surface

are flat, then this may be interpreted as a movement of the

IFermi level at the surface of the CdTe down the gap away

from the conduction band by -0.2eV, consistent with the

formation of a Schottky barrier, as measured by I - V and

C - V of -0.45eV. Secondly the appearance at a binding

energy of -10.3eV i.e. -0.6eV down from the Cd 4d position

in CdTe, at high metal overlayer thickness of a small peak

due to Cd atoms from the CdTe substrate being incorporated

within the Cu overlayer. The emissions from the Cu mask

the positions of the Te valence levels, and as no core levels

*of Te are accessible by UPS it is necessary to use XPS to

ascertain the fate of Te in this interface system. The XPS

deposition profile shown in fig. 1.10 shows that for

deposition of a Cu overlayer greater than the probing depth

16
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I
of the spectrometer (-20A ° ) one still observes the presence

of both Cd and Te in the metal overlayer indicating that

this interface is very far from being atomically abrupt and

indeed the interface region extends over many tens of

angstroms.

LEED indicates that the Cu overlayer is polycrystalline.

(e) Indium (In)

Current-voltage measurements on indium-vacuum cleaved

CdTe contacts showed very low barrier (<0.1eV) or ohmic

contact behaviour. An observation that concurred well with

the band bending conclusions from the UPS spectra. These

spectra are shown in fig. 1.11. It should be noted that

the actual binding energies of the levels in the spectrum

changed, in a manner similar to that observed for Al, as

the In overlayer was built-up. On deposition of small

fractions of a monolayer of In the whole photoemission

spectrum of CdTe moves to a higher binding energy by -0.2eV

consistent with a shift of the Fermi level at the surface

towards the conduction band by -0.2eV. As the In overlayer

builds up into a continuous film the features in the spectrum

experience a move back to their original binding energies.

2The behaviour of In in bulk CdTe is well documented . In is

known to behave as a shallow donor in bulk CdTe producing

levels at Ec-0.014eV. The UPS observations then are

consistent with an initial indiffusion of In atoms which

form these shallow donor levels at the CdTe surface resulting

in a movement of the Fermi level at the surface near to the

conduction band. Once the In metal overlayer builds up,

charge transfer occurs from these levels to the metal and
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I
J the Fermi level moves back to its original position. The

UPS spectra show no sign of any Cd in any other form than

that of CdTe.

XPS investigations of this system show that both Cd

and Te reduce in intensity at the same rate as the metal

overlayer builds up. However both species are still

evident in the spectra after an in thickness greater than

the XPS probing depth has been deposited. LEED patterns

from the metal overlayer were not observed and it may thus

be concluded that the metal overlayer is polycrystalline.

Hence UPS and XPS would both indicate that the In-CdTe

interfaces are also far from being abrupt with indiffusion

of In being prevalent.

(f) TIN (Sn)

Current voltage and capacitance voltage measurements

of tin-vacuum cleaved CdTe Schottky barriers yielded barrier

heights in the 0.4 to 0.44eV range. I - V measurements on

several diodes produced barrier heights varying from 0.40eV

to 0.43eV with n values of 1.1 to 1.3. Rectification, at a

bias of 0.5V, was typically of the order of 102 to 3 x 102

C - V values for Yb were usually slightly higher than I - V

measurements with typical values being 0.42eV to 0.44eV.

UPS measurements during the formation of a tin-vacuum

cleaved CdTe interface produced a unique behaviour pattern.

This is reflected in fig. 1.15 where the Fermi level

behaviour is monitored as a function of metal coverage. The

actual UPS spectra are shown-in fig. 1.12. Two main things

happen as the tin is deposited onto the CdTe surface.

Firstly, following the deposition of small fractions of a
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monolayer of Sn onto the CdTe surface all features in the

spectrum experience a shift to higher binding energy by

-0.2eV, consistent with a shift of the Fermi level at the

semiconductor surface towards the conduction band by -0.2eV.

However as the tin overlayer develops into a continuous film

in the surface the features in the spectrum experience a

move to lower binding energy. The movement of the features

stops at a position -0.3eV lower in binding energy than the

binding energies of the clean CdTe, with the assumed flat

band condition. This indicates that for a thick Sn overlayer

band bending of -0.3eV has occurred, a result which is in

agreement with the I - V and C - V measurements of Schottky

barrier height. The behaviour of Sn as a dopant in CdTe

is very uncertain. Unlike In and Al, which are known to
2

produce shallow donors in bulk CdTe at Ec-0.014eV, the

energy levels associated with Sn are not well documented.

Sn is known to behave amphoterically in CdTe depending on

3whether it substitutes for a Te or Cd atom If one assumes

that it behaves as a shallow donor then the observation of

the Fermi level movement towards the conduction band on

deposition of fractions of a monolayer of Sn can be attributed

to the formation of shallow donors due to indiffusion of the

Sn atoms. As the Sn overlayer builds up on the surface

*charge transfer to the Sn from these shallow donors occurs.

j resulting in the Fermi level moving back down the gap by -0.SeV

consistent with the Schottky model of Schottky barrier

formation. No free Cd or Te was seen by UPS. An observation

which was corroborated by XP8, which showed the reduction in

Te and Cd presence within the probing depth of the XPS at an

equal and consistent rate. LEED showed the Sn overlayer to

be polycrystalline.
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I
(g) Nickel (Ni)

I - V and C - V measurements on nickel-vacuum cleaved

CdTe surfaces yielded Schottky barrier heights of -0.4eV.

I - V gave a range of values of 0.38eV to -0.41eV with n

values of -1.1 to 1.3. Rectification values of -80-120 were

recorded for a bias of 0.SV. C - V measurements produced

harriers of 0.4eV with fairly linear plots indicating a

fairly uniform doping profile within the CdTe surface.

Figure 1.13 illustrates the deposition of Ni on (110) CdTe

as observed by UPS. Spectrum 1 is of the vacuum cleaved

surface of CdTe. Subsequent spectra show that as the Ni is

deposited several things happen. Firstly all features

corresponding to emission from CdTe shift to lower binding

energies by -0.4eV as the Schottky barrier forms, an

observation consistent with I - V and C - V. Secondly the

emission in the valence band region is modified as emission

from the Ni become dominant. Thirdly the emission corres-

ponding to the Cd 4d levels is split with a new component

appearing at a binding energy smaller than the binding

energy of Cd in CdTe, by -0.6eV. This is from Cd atom:z

removed from the CdTe and being incorporated in the Ni over-

layer. This observation is given credence by the deposition

profile as measured by XPS, figure 1.14. This shows a

considerable Cd presence in the metal overlayer even after

deposition of a thick (>SOA) film of Ni.

The barrier behaviour of the various metal-vacuum

cleaved (dTe interfaces studied here are summarised in

table 1.I.
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2:(ii)THE AIR CLEAVED (110) SURFACE OF CdTe

(a) GOLD (AWu

I - V and C - V measurements on gold contacts made to

air cleaved CdTe showed the presence of Schottky barriers of

height -1.1eV : I - V measurements typically ranged from

0.98eV to 1.1eV with n values typically 1.0 to 1.5.

Rectification at 0.3V bias was typically 103 to 2 x 105. A

typical I - V profile is shown in fig. 1.16. C - V measure-

ments produced very linear C against V plots, see fig. 1.17,

with barrier heights ranging from 1.0 to 1.1SeV. UPS was

not used to monitor the deposition mechanism as the

information available from the UPS spectrum of the air cleaved

(110) face of CdTe is not s,fficient to enable peak heights

and positions to be accurately monitored.

Deposition mechanisms were monitored however using XPS.

A deposition profile for Au on air cleaved CdTe is shown in

fig. 1.18. This shows that as the Au film builds up on the

surface both Cd and Te emissions diminish. However soon Cd

is lost from the spectrum and Te remains in the surface

layer even after the evaporation of a thick Au film. Argon

ion bombardment of this thick Au overlayer showed that the

Te was incorporated in the Au overlayer.

No identifiable LEED pattern was identified for the

thick Au film indicating that the overlayer is polycry-

stalline in nature.

(b) SILVER (Ag)

I - V and C - V measurements on the silver-air cleaved

CdTe system showed marked differences in behaviour to Ag
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I
contacts on the atomically clean vacuum cleaved surface.

Whereas on the vacuum cleaved surface ohmic contacts were

produced, the effect of the oxide layer, produced by exposure

of the CdTe to air prior to metal deposition, is to produce

Schottky barriers of -0.53eV. I - V measurements produced

barrier heights ranging from 0.5eV to 0.S7eV, with n values

typically 1.0 to 1.1S. Rectification at a bias of 0.5V was

typically 5 x 102 to 101. C - V measurements produced

barriers within the range 0.53eV to 0.55eV with very linear

c- 1 versus V plots.

An XPS deposition profile is shown in fig. 1.19. This

shows a similar set of events to that seen with the

formation of Au - air cleaved CdTe interface. Initially as

the Ag overlayer builds up so the emissions from Cd and Te

diminish at approximately the same rate. However it is

evident that Cd emissions disappear from the spectra while

those due to Te do not. Even at thick Ag overlayer coverage

there is still evidence of Te being incorporated within the

Ag overlayer. An observation confirmed by argon ion bom-

bardment of the surface. LEED showed the metallic overlayer

to be polycrystalline.

(c) ALUMINIUM (Al)

Typical I - V and C - V measurements of an Al-air

cleaved CdTe Schottky barrier are shown in figs. 1.20 and

1.21. I - V measurements showed barriers present of height

0.90eV to 0.93eV with n values of 1.4 to 1.5. Rectification,

at a bias of 0.3V was typically of the order of 200 to 500.

C - V measurements produced very linear C-2 versus V plots

with Ob ranging from 0.92eV to 1.0eV. The majority of
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diodes however exhibited barriers of height around 0.93eV.

An XPS deposition profile is shown in fig. 1.22. This shows

that as the Al is laid down so the emissions due to Cd and

Te both diminish at a roughly equivalent rate. This

behaviour is different to the behaviour patterns identified

for Al on vacuum cleaved surfaces. The relevance of this

to the differences in Schottky barrier heights will be

discussed later. LEED showed the Al overlayer to be poly-

crystalline.

(d) COPPER (Cu)

I - V and C - V measurements produced conflicting

results. I - V measurements produced barriers of 0.53eV to

0.6SeV with n values ranging from 1.01 to 1.2. Rectification

at a bias of D.5V was typically 102 to 3 x 102. C - V

however produced fairly linear C-2 versus V plots yielding

barriers ranging from 0.60eV to 0.69eV.

(c) INDIUM (In)

Indium on air cleaved CdTe produced good agreement

between I - V and C - V measurements. I - V typically

produced barriers of height 0.51eV to 0.5SeV with n in the

range 1.7 to 1.9. C - V measurements produced fairly linear

C-2 versus V plots yielding barriers of height 0.52eV to

0.S7eV.

(f) TIN (Sn)

Tin on air cleaved CdTe produced barriers as measured

by I - V techniques of -0.60eV with n values 1.4 to 1.b

typically. C - V measurements produced barrier heights of
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j-0.58eV to .64eV with fairly linear C- 2 versus V plots.

(g) NICKEL (Ni)

I - V measurements of Ni-air cleaved CdTe interfaces

yielded barrier heights of 0.55eV to 0.65eV with n values

typically 1.02 to 1.2. Rectification, at 0.5V, was typically

10, - 101. C - V measurements produced barriers of 0.55eV

to 0.65eV with linear C-2 versus V plots. An XIS deposition

profile is shown in fig. 1.23. Initially both Cd and Te

emissions reduce at roughly the same rate. At higher Ni

coverage, however, one sees the Cd emission reaching a point

of stability while the Te emissions continue to diminsih.

At high coverage of Ni (>50A ° ) both Te and Cd emissions are

seen in the metal overlayer indicating considerable inter-

mixing of the CdTe, oxide and Ni species.

(h) PLATINUM (Pt)

I - V and C - V measurements on Pt-air cleaved CdTe

interfaces yielded barriers greater than leV. I - V produced

barriers in the range 1.01eV to 1.1eV with high n values of

1.2 to 1.7. Rectification at 0.5V was -103. C - V produced

fairly linear '/C
2 versus V plots yielding barriers of

height 1.29 to 1.33eV.

() Summary of Results of Various Metals on Air Cleaved CdTe

From the results presented above it is clear that the

introduction of an oxide layer between the metal contact and

the clean CdTe has severely modified the Schottky barrier

behaviour. For all metals studied the Schottky barriers are

increased when an oxide layer is present between the clean
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CdTe surface and the deposited metals. However the increases

in Schottky barrier heights are not all of the same magnitude.

j The barrier heights for the various metal-vacuum cleaved

surface and the various metal air cleaved surface are

presented in table 1.2.

From table 1.2it is immediately obvious that the use of

an interlayer between the metal and semiconductor has a

jmarked effect on the Schottky barrier behaviour. It is of

interest then to speculate about using interlayers between

the metal and semiconductor to control the Schottky barrier

height. To this end we have used interlayers of variable

thickness to modify the Schottky barrier. However as it is

not really possible to accurately measure oxide thicknesses

during formation it was decided to use interlayers of the

Ireactive metal Al between vacuum cleaved surfaces of CdTe

and An contacts. Al was chosen because thick Al films on

vacuum cleaved CdTe produce ohmic contacts, Au was chosen as

it produces consistently high Schottky barriers of -0.96eV.

The results of these investigations are presented below:

l:2:(ii) The Use of Reactive Interlayers of Al between the CdTe

Surface and the Au contact

Fig. 1.24 shows the I - V characteristics of diodes

prepared with various Al interlayer thicknesses. The

thickness of the Al interlayer was varied from OA to 5A of

Al. However the results shown here are for the interlayer

thicknesses 0.8A and 2A. Also shown for comparison are

the I - V characteristics of an Al-vacuum cleaved CdTe diode

and a Au-vacuum cleaved CdTe diode. This diagram shows that

by having as little as 2A of Al between the vacuum cleaved
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(110) surface of CdTe and the Au contact, the Schottky

barrier behaviour has been drastically changed from a

barrier of 0.96eV to an ohmic or very low barrier contact.

At lower Al interlayer thickness, 0.8A, one still sees an

appreciable Schottky barrier although the I - V value of

barrier height is reduced from the barrier height of a

simple Au-vacuum cleaved CdTe diode to 0.62eV.
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1:3 DISCUSSION

The above results indicate that, in general, good

agreement between Schottky barrier heights as measured by

the traditional I - V and C - V techniques and by the band

bending observed by UPS has been achieved for the metal-

vacuum cleaved CdTe systems. It has been shown that the

type of Schottky barrier behaviour observed on CdTe is very

dependant on both the metal and on the nature of the CdTe

surface. It has been shown that for many of the metal-CdTe

interface systems examined the interfaces are not abrupt

with interface widths in some cases, being wide. It has

been shown that the CdTe surface is particularly unstable

with respect to electron beams. When LEED, with a primary

beam current of less than 1 x 10-6A at -100V, is used the
diffraction features are only visible for a short period of

time. After this period of time, which may only be 30s, the

LEED features become invisible in a rapidly growing diffuse

background. The disordering caused by the electron beam used

in AES has been shown to lead to a considerable shift of the

Fermi level at the CdTe surface, pinning it, for an n-type

crystal, in the lower part of the band gap. This shift has

been measured at up to 0.6eV. The most likely reason for

this disordering is localised electron beam induced heating

of the CdTe surface on account of the extremely low thermal

conductivity of CdTe (0.058W.cm-ldeg-' at 32.7'C) This

immediately gives rise to the problem of studying ordered

surfaces of low thermal conductivity using incident electron

techniques, and goes some way to explaining the differences

seen in deposition profiles of the formation of various

metal-CdTe interfaces as monitored by AES and XPS. The

validity of the assumption that, for CdTe, XPS deposition
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profiles more truly reflected the formation picture than A-S

is confirmed.

It has become evident that one of the main differences

between the behaviour of metals on vacuum cleaved CdTe and

other semiconductor compounds is on the rate of the develop-

merut o the Kchottkv barrier. If one compares the formation

C:i -'ta: ts to Cdle and the III - V compound GaAs this

iiic , 1Tn behaviour is illustrated. For GaAs the Schottky

hi rricr Ls la1rgelv formed at a coverage of 20' of a mono-

aver". ier idTe this is certainly not the case and much

higher metal coverages are needed to produce the maximum

shift in the Fermi level at the surface.

From the results presented above on metal vacuum

cleaved CdTe systems it is clear that the interfaces are not

atomically abrupt and that in some cases interface widths

can he considerable, an observation that was made for the

related 11 - VI compounds CdS and CdSeby Brucker and

Brillson . As such the relevance of theories to this system

which assume that interfaces between the metals and semi-

conductor surfaces are abrupt must be in question.

Chemical -rocesses that occur at these interfaces must

play a role in the ultimate determination of the Schottky

barrier behaviour. The results have shown that different

metals produce different deposition profiles. So it will be

of considerable interest to consider the role played by

chemical effects at these interfaces.
7

Brillson noticed a relationship between the

heat of reaction (AHR) of a metal with the semiconductor

material and the Schottky barrier height for a range of

systems. A critical
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heat of reaction, AHRc , appears to exist in each system at

which a transition from a region of low Schottky barrier

behaviour to higher Schottkv barrier behaviour occurs. In

figure 1.25 the heat of reaction of various metals with CdTe

is plotted against the Schottkv barrier height. The heats

of reaction are determined from the reaction;

NI + I CdTe -> I( xITeC + -Cd.
x x x

from the heats of formation I,'-If values of the compound

semiconductor CdTe and the most stable metal telluride

8
product 8 . These values of '-If are noralised per metal atom

9
analogous to the AHR calculitions of Andrews and Phillips

From fig. 1.2; it does appear that those metals with high

heats of reaction (greater than 0.3eV metal atom-') lead to

Schottkv barriers. Those metlis with heats of reaction less

than this figure give very low barrier or ohmic behaviour.

If however one takes into account the heat of condensation
10}

of the metal and introduces this to the equation determining

the heat of reaction then the apparently simple relationship

between Vb and AHR disappears. The heats of reaction, for

the various metal CdTe systems, with and without metal

condensation effects are presented in table 1.3. However it

is not really clear just how meaningful the heat of

condensation is in these systems as the results, particularly

UPS and XPS has indicated that in many cases the metal

does not simply condense into a metallic overlayer on

impinging on the CdTe surface. Some e.g. In, Al may in-

diffuse while in other systems Cd outdiffuses into the

forming metallic overlayer thus complicating the calculations.

More recently Brillson has shown that for the III - V
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compound semiconductors that the most reactive metals, those

with negative heats of reaction, form the most abrupt inter-

faces, whereas those with positive heats of reaction produce

interface widths many angstroms wide. As most of the metals

investigated by us on CdTe have positive heats of reaction,

the exceptions being In and Al which have slightly negative

heats of reaction, then the fact that the interfaces between

the metals and the CdTe are not abrupt is consistent with

Brillson's observations.

For metals on vacuum cleaved CdTe the results can be

evaluated and summarised as follows. For low work function

metals (Om<4.3eV) the Schottky barrier height is less than

0.1eV regardless of whether there is Cd outdiffusion onto

the metal contact. For metals of larger work function, with

the exception of Ni, the Schottky barriers formed are in

rough accordance with the linear interface potential model in
the chotkv imi 1 2

the Schottky limit 1 As was indicated previously, in many

studies of metal semiconductor systems workers have attempted

to interpret the way in whicih S, the index of interface

behaviour varies from one metal semiconductor system to

another and in particular the sharp transition in values of

S, which seems to be near to zero for metals on covalent

semiconductors and close to unity for metals on ionic semi-

conductors. S is obtained from the dependance of barrier

height, 9b on the metal work function Vm using a relationship

of the form13

Ob = S(Om - Osc + C

Kurtinet al. 13 and laterSchluter12
, in surveys of the

various systems report a value of S for CdTe of -0.2.
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This is a somewhat surprising value in view of the ionic

nature of CdTe. As table 1.1 and fig.l.26 show, the barrier

heights on vacuum cleaved CdTe surfaces shows a relatively

linear dependence on the metal work function. The exception

being the Ni - CdTe system which will be discussed below.

If as has been reported 12 ,13 the value of S for CdTe is low

at -0.2 then one would expect very little scaling of Ob with

0 ' The results here show that, with the exception of the Ni-
m

vacuum cleaved CdTe system, metal-vacuum cleaved CdTe

systems do adhere relatively well to the Schottky model of

Schottky barrier behaviour with a value of S, the index of

interface behaviour close to unity. The Ni-Cd'e system is

not consistent with this behaviour, as fig. 1.26 shows.

Here the Fermi level at the surface appears pinned at -O.SeV

below the conduction band, an observation which suggests

that a combination of cadmium outdiffusion and a high work

function metal leads to the presence of states at the inter-

face which effectively prevent the Fermi level at the semi-

conductor surface from shifting further than -O.SeV below

the conduction band edge. It is of interest to question the

nature of the defects which could cause these states to be

present. It has been suggested that for the metal III - V

systems neutral anion and cation vacancies play an important

role and that the resultant barriers can be related to an

excess of anions or cations incorporated in the metal

electrode. Clearly for several of the metal CdTe systems

such types of defects do appear to exist. It is known that

the defect structure of CdTe is complex . Daw and Smith 1 5

have calculated, using a tight binding approach, the defect

levels due to simple neutral anion and cation vacancies on
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the bulk and near the surface for a range of III - V and

II - VI compound semiconductors. For the III - V semi-

conductors the calculated levels fall within the band gap

and there seems to be a clear correlation between the resultant

Fermi level pinning, Schottky barrier formation and the

existence of these defects. For CdTe however it seems that

the corresponding levels fall well outside the band gap and

as such may be ineffective in pinning the Fermi level near

the interface and thus in influencing the Schottky barrier

formation. If however the vacancies are considered to be

charged species rather than neutral ones a different result

may ensue. Several acceptor levels have been observed in the

band gap of bulk CdTe and the assignment of causative species

to these levels have been many. Comprehensive lists of
16

these appear in articles by Kroger and more recently by

Takebe et al. The levels within the band gap which are

believed to be correctly assigned to charged Cd vacancies

are at Ec - 0.6eV to Ec - 0.7eV for a doubly charged Cd

vacancy and at Ev + 0.05eV to Ev + 0.06eV for a singly

charged vacancy. If one postulated that for the case of the

Ni-CdTe system the Cd outdiffusion led to the presence of,

in a large enough concentration of, doubly charged Cd

vacancies at the semiconductor interface then the resultant

pinning of the Fermi level would produce the Schottky

barrier behaviour seen. Even though Cd outdiffusion occurs

at other metal-CdTe interfaces e.g. Al, Cu where the metal

work function is low the resulting energy levels generated

do not influence the Fermi level position. It is of some

interest to consider these postulations in the light of

recent work by Kuech18  In this work the importance of Cd
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defects at the metal-CdTe interface was recognised. He

found that the use of Cd/Au alloys markedly affected the

barrier behaviour seen.

Introduction of oxide layers between the metal contact

and the clean CdTe surface modifies the Schottky barrier

behaviour. Oxidation of the CdTe surface by exposure to air

at atmospheric pressure for 48 hours produces a TeO, layer on

the surface26 .  For all systems investigated

the presence of this oxide layer between the metal and the

semiconductor surface leads to increases in Schottky barrier

heights (see fig. 1.26). It should be noted however that

the increases are not all of the same magnitude. It is

possible that several processes may contribute to this.

Firstly, disruption of the CdTe surface by the oxidation

process may give rise to some surface states within the band

gap thus affecting the Fermi level at the semiconductor

surface. Secondly impingeing metal atoms may react chemically

with the surface TeO 2 to form metal oxide layers which may

lead to a change in work function of the overlaver. The

heats of reaction of the various metals used with TeO. to

form the stable metal oxides have been calculated and are

presented in table 1.4. These show that reactions between

metals and the TeO, are energetically favourable for the

metals Al, In, Cu, Sn and Ni. For some of these metals it

has been documented that changes in work function do occur

when the metals are oxidised. In 1960 Van Laar & Scheer 19

reported that exposure of indium metal to air at atmospheric

pressure increases the work function from -4.1eV to -4.6eV.

In 1960 Anderson & Klemperer 20 reported that the work

function of outgassed Ni was -5.1eV but the work function of
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Fig. 1.26: Plot of barrier height (0 b ) versus metal work function

(Om) for various metal-vacuum cleaved (110) CdTe inter-

faces and for various metal-air cleaved (110) CdTe

interfaces. Data is taken from table 6.2. 0 is the

typical barrier height for the vacuum cleaved surface.
S is the typical barrier height for the air cleaved

surface. The bars associated with the vacuum cleaved

surface barrier heights show the range of barrier heights

measured by the methods of I-V, C-V and UPS. The

electron affinity of CdTe C.) is indicated on the plot
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I
joutgassed NiO was -5.SeV. However more recently Benndorf

et al. 21 (1980) have suggested that exposure of clean

Ni (110) to oxygen resulted in island growth of Ni0 with a

resulting decrease in work function. Hence it is difficult

to know exactly what work functions to consider for the

overlayers on metal-air cleaved CdTe systems.

Recently Brucker and Brillson 2 2 have investigated

metal-CdS and metal-CdSe systems where ultra thin layers of

Al have been deposited between the semiconductor and the

Schottky contact (Au). They found that by varying the

thickness of the Al interlayer that appreciable modification

of the Schottky barrier height could be achieved. Al and

Au were chosen as metal contacts as they produce limiting

behaviour in terms of barrier height for CdS and CdSe i.e.

Al yields ohmic contacts and Au yields close to maximum

barriers 22,23 They concluded that the observed modification

in Schottky barrier height was dependent on the density of

metal induced surface states rather than a qualitative change

in the nature of these states. The results presented in

chapter l:2:({i)show a similar pattern of behaviour to those

seen by Brucker and Brillson on CdS and CdSe. So the

question must then be asked as to whether a similar philos-

ophy can be applied to the results observed here for thin

interlayers of Al between the CdTe and Au contact. It is

known that Al can act as a shallow donor at Ec-0.O14eV in

bulk n-type CdTe, so that near surface doping by incident

Al atoms could generate similar states at the interface. If

the density of these states is large enough then a highly

n-type surface layer of CdTe may ensue with the Fermi level

being located very near to the conduction band edge.
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The UPS measurements taken during the formation of an Al-

vacuum cleaved CdTe contact have shown that a movement of

the Fermi level at the surface towards the conduction band is

indeed seen for very small coverages of Al, prior to any

evidence of metallic Al being seen on the surface. If at this

point in the Al metal deposition procedure we now deposit

instead a thick Au overlayer then charge transfer to the Au

would occur. The result being a Schottky barrier of effective

height lower than that for the simple Au-vacuum cleaved

CdTe system, as a result of tunnelling through the resulting

very thin region of the so formed barrier. This type of

result is seen for an Al interlayer thickness of 0.8A. An

increase of this interlayer thickness to 2A produces

contacts ohmic in nature. The result would indicate that

one now had a metallic Al overlayer on the CdTe surface.

Although the Fermi level at the surface has moved nearer to

the conduction band due to the indiffused Al atoms acting as

shallow donors one now has charge transfer occurring between

the semiconductor and the metallic Al overlayer rather than

the subsequently deposited Au. The result being a contact

esentially identical to a thick film Al-vacuum cleaved CdTe

contact i.e. ohmic in nature.

One must also consider the possibility of the formation

of "islands" of Al on the CdTe surface at very low coverages.

Deposition of an Au electrode on top of this would result in

an electrical contact of "mixed phases" where different

Fermi level pinning behaviour occurs. Recently, Freeouf et a124

have carried out a theoretical analysis of "mixed phase"

contacts. They showed that where a contact exists in which

there are phases showing differing Fermi level pinning
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behaviour then interactive effects are such that in

measuring the contact characteristics one would only see

one averaged Fermi level position. If for the contact with

0.SA of Al it is postulated that at this coverage one

achieves islands of Al on the CdTe surface then subsequent

Au deposition will lead to a mixed phase contact. The

electrical properties of which can be understood as being

consistent with the Fermi level averaging concept. With 2A

of Al between the CdTe and the Au the situation is different.

It is now assumed that the Al islands or patches have developed

into a smooth continuous film of atomic thicknesses. If 2A

of Al form such a film on CdTe then even with subsequent

deposition of Au on top of such a film one still has simply

a single phase contact with only one Fermi level pinning

behaviour in evidence. The result is a very low barrier or

ohmic contact.
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1:4 CONCLUSIONS

It has been shown that interfaces formed between various

metals and the vacuum cleaved (110) surface of CdTe are not

abrupt, with interface widths spreading over, in some cases,

many tens of angstroms. Our LEED investigations have shown

that for all metals studied on vacuum cleaved CdTe the metal

overlayers develop as polycrystalline rather than crystalline

layers. Various metals produce various chemistries at the

interface yet if one eliminates the cases where Cd out-

diffusion occurs into high work function metal overlayers,

i.e. the Ni-CdTe system then the data adheres closely to the

linear interfacial model in the Schottky limit. For these

metals the value of S, the index of interface behaviour, is

much closer to unity than previously reported. The reasons

for the nonadherence to the linear interfacial model in the

Schottky limit of high work function metals where Cd

outdiffusion occurs is undoubtedly linked to the creation,

within the band gap, of pinning levels due to doubly charged

Cd vacancies which effectively pin the Fermi level at

-0.6eV to 0.7eV below the conduction band. For lower work

function metals where Cd outdiffusion occurs into the metal

overlayer, Al and Cu, the resultant levels created in the

gap by the Cd vacancies do not affect the Fermi level

movement.

The introduction of reactive interlayers between the

CdTe and the metal overlayer changes the situation radically.

Oxide layers on the CdTe surface, produced by cleaving in

air, lead to increases in Schottky barrier height for all

metals studied. More complex behaviour patterns during

deposition are seen. In fact such is the complexity of these
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systems that much more data will be required before the

dominant mechanisms responsible for the Schottky barrier

formation at these metal-air cleaved CdTe interfaces.

Use of Al interlavers between the CdTe and the Au

contact produces effects which may be understood as being

caused by one of or both of two mechanisms. Either

indiffusion of Al into the CdTe with a resulting barrier

reduction or the formation of islands of Al at low Al

coverage resulting in "mixed phase" contacts which produce

an averaged Schottky barrier height.
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At Ghiscit Ohmic 421 It, i -0.25
Ate lismit Ohmic 42 hi .0 -92

*In Ohm,, Ohmt" 4 i2 'i -004'i
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hi Pw,t- il ad 9 4V 3,Itai-ts 1-~i, haef I fltta CuT.- riwti,'.

slcan( :I, I IIHItjiftir ve tit, I ctnt IN lesl,,tt ttcnt ss.,. ,m I,,'.','t- Ctt. i~l it t-mt cvct ttetttoi 1- Ittqs

bcit~~isiitu1 Jnt~,i I \ 1c0" os hMitr Vteln. like AtI,

diie~,f 1in., .leroii .leri 5.tl enL'o-itttncnt I lilt I d Ic

hec resuli. otit. for Ili, three tictil' It'. Al mid Sn lri . O ~ iho, hin'liji fo'r (tle flier, i, te o-i gctril
noiticable anid iniporiil dIffee.ncs Ii hcho tier fto .ni- hse*eVti h. I %k-1tt Ilk S, htottkI 1,\ Iie r cltiamcteiit', nimcasurcd
III rlieJI,' b. IC i Ii I I ii 'it mV lie tiepoiitori . .f smtall r,\ I \t t ehniclue' and b% LIPS Oute oft he main di fferences

fral 'on. o Ii list.1% I Ini lot :ainplc tile w hol plt.. tt thc 10. ho our of ('dic and outert material, is in the rate

cii-tn spst!run. ,.rtgtit . inrt vi the bit il Ci l . di .plai .1if it' dc ."ioPrtcilt of the Schlttk\ reterir If mte compare the

I,- highter Hijniijig energ). -igttrc lib. indisatise of aI Iiifi of th. toritation of Vold contiii ito (die and the III V compound

term' less i towards th cLonidtti,tn bind h~ 112 eV [see Inset of GIa s Iic difference tn bhis tour is illustiaied I or Ga As the

F igu re li b As the mretal o erlai c grosts into a contiinuous film Sc hoti t barrier i, 1,,rreI formed ai a cos erage of - NY,. of a
hespectra expcrienc a shift baick tol the original binding energies ttton,.i\t -1 F or (tile lhts is certainly not the catse jinl much

Similar cfle,t. mere obserted for Al I in also showed similar higher mCia1lerages arc neceded it, produce the rn.ixinrum %hltl

hehas tour esiepi tat heiniiil Fermi etc1 postion is ahout ftc' o\ .11 il I ermi let ci it the surfac

clo'2rto i,! .eilcnc, hain~i at tli hmi riace as comnpa red to the flat F rtort P100t 1 es tttttst i 1et ISt tiCA ist !htnit the tireta ( d T
ittnd cotition (,co: Table 1,. Ii id! three cases elet ical t erfa.c es r no, t ni mctIh a'brut In fact of all the III \ Indl

measUiCIII1 r %rer homted ba rrict hehlastitir consistent i ith these 11 it I C.'npott i udied Is- us Cd Toc his b far them- tIto i i.tahlL

tnterface Fermi lesel positions For these three interfaces MIS sUrface It is cleir ihat elecirort heams diisrupt the wtrfii.c. as doe,
stiudies shoused cI- ilenc of tonsiderible int ermixing thIe metal dteposition ittelf One problem thait coni ribitzc ts tiihis

The rnst.thitrrs ,fthe \acuun i caisei (I ltisurfaceofifid I e msa, effect ! the lot,\ thernial conductritjil of CdTe
den ont rated ishen the same i~nstatron of the interfac I he formatton of mertal CdS and metal ( dSe nierfice- bothi

chemrstrs ,rs, ,air;ecd out u~tng tile technique oif Auger electron reiated 11 VI materials. his been described b> Btirskct ini

speciroiscttp\ I le results pros ed I,, he Inconsistent aind o- illsort -. It mas noted that. like CdTe, interfaces arc not a'-riirt

casittnalls ctttItrarictcd the behisiour shosin up b\ XI'S An and that the interface wlidths can be cuinsiderable fI twe

example of thi. is hownmi Figure 2 sshere the form .at ion oif an fI llin"i noticed a relationship betweecn the heat tif tea, tin

aluminium clec:tride ts monitoretd b\ both AFS and XPS It is IA11,1 of the metal mith the semiconductor material and the

kobs itit that the interface rmiitg ptOsess is being influenced h\ Schotiky barrier height flfsifor a range ofsssieins Thc'e: heir' -I

the modient electro bean file disiorder Introducedi bN the reaction are determined. for the reactton

OuLsto ttnami he iue.aiileast pat talIl .to localiced heating of I III
the suffC as a result offif the Iomts thermal condUstIstt of the Al -.I- - die - l (M el + - Cd
Cd Te i I)h 5N cm I deg 'at 3_27 C' It This disorder can lead A I,

to a ctrnsrtlewiab shift Ili the Fermi les-el at the surface of the fronm heir, of formation (All,) %iilucs of the cotnrounc -,t'tion-
cr\stajl pinning itin the lower part oif the band gap Using UPS we ductor Cdle and tltemost stable metal telluridec rroduit These
hase noted' that this shift can be as much as lif ei\ It nmust are norinthced per metal atom, *inalogous tt the AH, c.ihsti
t herefore Fit iresseil that great eare must bie exercisecd rn the lations of Nndrew' and Philtps The heatS of reattnontt i i

nitals w tth ('d Ic arc tabulated Ii Table I F ion' 1Hrnh!..ns
reSutIts it appears that there exist' two detinttc rciitis of

Schottk\ barrter behas our I itr unre:ac:ire metal, ire genctall)
tohtaned hich Sclrot k .\batincr.. it ereas i eact ise metals producesi

lower Schotik. barrier behu lur A sharp iratisitioin between
t hescvtwi t~pes of behas ottOw ur~ tac0i lha i ecii

* I-or (dS anid CdSe: the critical heal' i'f reaction are nearl%K .Identical at -+ii 5 el, meial ailim 'In I igure 3 we plot AH,
agamins .,foir s trittus tira Istn di IcIh,:saic' of AllforAu is

no't kn,,tw rcahe heit of frtmation of the stable goild telluride
A Atti itsI ni ot documented From the results it does appear that

- those metals with high heats of reaction (greater than 01.30 eit

'.- - metal atomit I lead it, Schotlh harriers Those metal, with heats

of reaction less than this figure gise sery low or ohmic behavtiour
I I. hotweker. ,ite takes into account the heat of LondensaiIn "o
the moil then the relationship between the heat of rea, tii'n anti

Schoirk% barrier height disappears How eser it is not reai lheat

metal atoms are not simpl) forming metallic oserlatets wih

abrupt iterfaces on impinging on) the ( ie surfact Brillst'n:'
_____________________________has shown that the most reactiv'emetals ihosewmrill negaiie heats

Etaenaor'o, Itm of reaction, form the most abrupt interface, A, ms,tf theik metals

fiftw,- 2.t,.' ','ii 1 ko-tliwtnn Aq,,,,ittnp ts, Iih ... inestig aicd b\ us tn ile. has. p.'. it e .'ol ret ,ion'i. the
1ce I lol ac'

1
. ea*tt. tioi\PS.iht %IS Kv a- At ecepiitns being In and Al tshich huc slight t tcfaxrst heats of

I he dt rect ron. then the foi that rile 'tiia ,es hcteti ctile itt Is and
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M H Pi',reriun ,tdR RH 0-it' Sr'totts'. ba-is a!1 nit: .it I Cirl It iliat e

F- hill rir forni.Mtitt ec lloil n(c ettr..t ustd

, 1 tietalj ( ti 1, inictfai.e tlies do no: I. ' ic l .111 1t1111101t ii
Aithe Sc11loik% barrier beflit out a, I, 'Cel Ii n Meiii III ssiti

In .,diroll too itjoiffusiono tfd and IcTionts hcee -1-.Is

po."I but ( it in-d ilusion of meital at om, andi sc niust theteforc
ci tisidei h le e fleet of these atom, .gs dtrpantl of the sitrfacc lat er

Doping of ('d ew othlIn and Al can proiduce highl% n-spe

* fling .i!itl14 M\beom the conduction hand"C Au., Al; and ( u.

* hieser. produc deep acceptor lcsel.. "hen irodluced as

J- I.. All II I dopant% ito bulk (die, at 0.3 04 c\s abuse the stfence band
V _______ Cleadrl% if A u dloe% form deep acceptor% t hen th i% could ex plain t he

5 4 5 - C high Schottk\ barie It would then he surprising that Ag did not
~eotof aco~ /0 ~4~t tombehave in it imiil manner, if ii' diffustion anid doping "ere

fI'tre. 3. B.- ci Scight , o irtatil to heatso iiretorio t0lli f-i cont rolling the barr icr Hence it app.. i's i l there i, niv general

ictils "IWon . ti nio~Ha'. rt iis eal.(de.~s refat onship bet" cen the Schot k\ hlflt tiera d doping s% the in-
ht....is~ - Ii -itu (f tie ti l e sttlsi rite it tiih hat if inet r

- .. * . *' I'Id diffused Metal tIOMs. although itt tndividual castes. In Al andi Sni.
doping effect, nsa\ be noticeable Thecsc' %till he on.tricred
later

the d .1 F are inor abrup: i, consistent v.itih the obsers .iittn of' If one assumes rhat there are no intrinsic surfice states present
Hifisonon other 11 VsI citmpundf It has also been suggested bN in (Cdie:s. then in consideration osf the Schoitk% model. (tile an
Brifl,,n that surface hftslo ma ' lead to enhanced diffusion acro's achieve. in general. good agreement betweean'the metal wtork
the,, interfaces In thernetaf Co.diesstems fieldscan be ser-N high funcition 1,:_ and the Schotik\ barrier height fli.l- For metal..,:
tur' to 07 's cnm t and ii t-ilcar that these mnav hasea signi ficant high c) ite generall\ see high barriers, an example of thti.A
,lie,: tin the dtfbcitn These idea' still be rursued in a later k1etalswith "(irk funclionsflessithan ihe electron affint for(ie
publittisti In man\ ofihc theories %shichs attenmpt Iit desc~ribe the i , 425e\'s -t how Ncr lust barrier orothmic bchas tour

basi phstef piteses espnsibe fr Shoik~ brrir frm- Exanmple, oif this behaviour are In. Al and Ag If we discount the
ation storkeis attempt it' interpret the Aa\ in Ahich the index of result for Ni. then all the other metals so far studied uin Cdli'
iterfae behisittur S. laine, from tine metal semiconductor aifhere -, the Ssfottkt% model. wlith a value of S. the indes (if
st-stem to anothet and in particular the sharp transition in salues interfacr, behas tout closc toi unit% I he talues ofo. used he'. r,
if N vhich cm, to be near to Iero fist nmetals on ciovalent all for pos.r.~l~emcals"' Hoitt er it is nor clear. in stec.

semc 'ds..tir .iii clseto nii fsr etls n oni smicn- the @mount of Intermixing that occurs it the metal ( tfI
ductors, The quantity. 5. i, obtained from the dependence of o, inrerfaces. just host relesatit the saluestrtqi. are Ir is possible tha'
ort :he rretal stork function. fh, using a relationship of the form2' the metal depoisition procdure mat~ cause changes in these ittt al

0. = 16. 40,) stork function%
In. Al and Sni are particulars interesing Ottdepostitin of en\

vs Iere e'. is the semiconductor itork function andC is aetnstani small amosunts o'f metal, the Fermi lesel' shift tip the bhand~ cap

Kurin cia!:' and later Slchfuter ' report that the %alue iifS ftsr nPrt h od. i adee. Ift scriiin t ICi

Cd l'e is (102 which i; somewhar surprig in vitt tif its iontc metal atoms actine a' surface tsr R-~' shitfli donors If \ie

nature It is clear that the values oif barrier heights for various assume in-drffustisn tf nialatisms toadisance of the orderothc

metal o](n ('dTe correspond to ao wide range of% alues This snot escape depth giving rise [it shallox, donr'r then the results

ctinsistent "tth a lost value of S for ('die as was previously achieved for the three metals can b-explited bt the Fermi level

suggested This still be considered later ir the surfaci.e being located ser.% near to the coniluetiti bantf
It is of intcees itt prisbe the influence of defects in the edge. a, represented by the inset in I igure ill As the mietal

mretal ( dTc \, tem Ii has been sugzeesied that for the cosntact further grostl s(in the sirfite Jd.Irge it ansfer now isetirs

metal Ill V stsems. antion and cation sacanee play an frosm these shallost donors, to the surfat.e metal resulting iii the

imposrtant role and that the resultant Schotik\ barriers can be Fermi level nosing back dvsstn the hand gap Fort In andi Al the

tictl t oan excess of anions tsr cations incorporatled in themnetal F'ermi level motes close ts it, original position to faort ohfmic

elcijd tute earl - for ('die there appear to he defects at the contact further gitiws tin the surface, charge transfer now ccurs

- rntcrf..scs but there does not seem ici he any such simple band gap to form a lusit Schtittk\ barrier. ctinsistent with the

relaitinship between the Schottky barrier behasiour and the Schottky model prediction%
cit C', .sf(do Itt e in tile metal electirode as determined by XPS. It The reason for Ni being in. onsjient %sith the Schottky motdel is.

ts kittis i. flwsc. that the defect structure in ('dTe is complex. as yet. unknown There is a neetd to study further the interfaces

D).tA anti Smitht have calculated the defeci levels. due ts simple formed betweecn transition metals and the vacuum cleated i I1fil

neutral atnio'n and cation taicanctes in the bulk and near the face ofCdTc, to further probe the t-alii% of the Schottki) moidel
sutflic tof seseral Ill 's anti 11 VsI compound semictinduciors. woith respect to ('die
The: tlcufamcd levels fall stithin the hand gap for the Ill V
mnaterial' and there seems a clear correlation betwecen the
tIi: rk i harrier fri m. ii'i and Ithcexeiienoctif tesedefects I or ueuarn
t Jie htstsescr. it scmit' (tt the sisriespanding levels fall well ofUclsis

mitiie the band gip .ni
1 

a' such inra' be ineffet rite in pinning the I Ilie interfaces formned between sarious imtals intl the %AIoUM

I erint let el near the in terfc antd ihits in Influencing t he Schot tok s clca sed ill iiiface til f1e arc rntn abitupt. sir i inierfa.
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MET .Yl.-( die INTERFACES

M.H. PATITERSON and R.H WILLIAMS
LDeparinien, of Ph aca. Sch.ooI o.1 Phisual S. .entes. %tme Lnjoer~ii of LI.,ie. (niieraine. hs Ireland

We discuss the detailed foriatin of %chottky barrers at interfaices between a range of metals and atomnicallii Jean s.urfaces of

CdTc. prepared bs clea. age in uiltrd high vacuum. lie mticroscopic aspects associated wibh metal induced inierfu~e da'sordeu surtA..e
diso~.jatiori and interdiffiin of il. ,m, across the interface have been probed by a ringe 'i methods including ultra violet

photoelectron Spectroscopy (UPS). X-ras photoeleciron spectroscopy tXPS). Augtic electron spectrobcopiv IAFSI. losv energ% electron

diffraction (LEEDI. and I-Vand C -i methods simultaneously. The mechanisms respoinsilile for Feri lesel pinning are considred

in detail and the imsportance of metal induced interfacial defects is emphasized. The modification of the Schoilk barrners to wacuurn

cltased CdTe is ttnvestigated using reactise intrlnayers. of Al ot VteO,. between the clean Cdhic suriace and the Scholits 'onit,

1. Introduction sui as 0.. prior it) metal evaporation, .An cause ji
change in the transport properties of thc metal

A correct description of the ph)sics associated semiconductor interface. tn some cases as a result
witth metal -semiconductor contacts remains the of doping the surface layers of the semiconductor
subject of much debate. Since the early work of [12.131,
Bardeen [1) in 1947 several elegant theories have In practice the formation of contacts to semi-
been put forward to account for Schottky barrier conductors often involves annealing or et..hing
formation [2-61. As vet. though. there has been cycles and as such the metallurgy and chemistry of
vet'y lit tle agreement as to the most important the interfacial layers must be important. Mhe iiay,
processes involved. These theories have considered that interfacial layers affect the properties of the
the relevance of intrinsic surface states on the contact is therefore of considerable interest frosm a
semiconductor IjI), metal wave function tunnelling technological as well as a fundamental point of
into the semriconductor [2,3J, many body effects 141 view.
and metal induced gap states 12,5J. These theories. In this paper we report on the fabrication of
though. assume perfect tnterfaces between the contacts to the vacuum cleaved [110) surface of
metal and the semiconductor where interdiffusion n-CdTe. The effect of exposure to air prior to
between the species does not occur, and to date metal deposition, and of deposition of thin la,6ers
have had limited success its explaning experimen- of reactive metal between the semiconductor and
tal results. Recently it has been shown that this the Schottky contact is monitored. The role of
assumption is not universally correct and that in defects, produced by these various procedures. and
man%. cases considerable intlermrixing of the metal now generally accepted as being relevant to the
and semiconductor occurs even for interfaces 1l1-V semniconductor- metal systems. is consid-
fabricated at room temperAture 16-81. Recently it ered.
has been established that defects such as cation or
anion vacancies, caused by this interimixing can
dlominate the Schottky barrier formation [7,9,101. 2. Experimental
It has been shovin that some metals disrupt the
semiconductor surface b,. chemically reacting with Cadmium telluride crystals of type n. with car-
I1II1I11. Other workers have shown that exposure of rier concentrations in the 10"'- 10" cm range
a clean semiconductor surface to an atmosphere, were grown in our laboratory by a vertical Bridg-
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man technique The crystals could be clea~ed to

reseal mirror like ( 110) surfaces up to 00 mmin i

area Our philosoph) of expenmentation is to carr-%
out complementary surface anases sequentialf% ". ,

in the same ultra htgh -.acuu' WL'HVi chamber on
the same sampk stithout breaking the %acuum 1k ,
facilitate this At- have at our disposal three UHV , -
chambers each capable of achieving better than 7
10 "' Torr working pressures Techniques at our 0 0

disposal included X-ray photoelectron spectros- "
copy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES),
loss energy electron diffraction (LEED) and ultra

violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). These
techniques were used to monitor the chermstr-, 0 -,
metallurgy and electronic structure involved in the 4 0 , i.i . 2

Schottky bamer formation. Thick film values of METaL WORK FUNC tlOk :e

Schottky barrier height could be established by Fig I Plot of barrier heights. *,. versus metal w5ork functions

I/- i'and C- V techniques in UHV. o._ for various metal-vacuum cleaved CdTe (0) and metal at

We charactenze the vacuum cleaved (110) cleaved (dTe interfaces tU The electron affinity of CdTe x

surface of CdTe by the techniques above. Then is indicated on the plot

controlled amounts of metal are evaporated onto
the CdTe surface and the early stages of interface
formation monitored by XPS. UPS and AES. The

film thickness is gradually increased and on the .

estabishment of thick metal overlayers the Schot-
tky barrier heights are established by I-V and /
C- V techniques LEED % as camed out on thick -All
metal overlayers Where reactive metals (e.g. Al)
were deposited on the cleaved surface prior to

unreactive metals (e.g. Au). double filament - -

evaporation sources %%ere used The thickness of
the metal films deposited %%as measured using a

quartz crystal thickness monitor
Ohmic contacts to the CdTe %%ere made by

evaporation of In onto a (110) surface followed b ',
annealing in vacuum (- 10 Torn for 10 min at i

175C.

3. Results

Fig. I shows the values of Schottky barner -----. r _

heights measured for various metals on the vacuum 85, 75, 65, 55, 454 3S4 254 154 5i

cleaved ( 110) surface and the air cleaved (110) BINGING ENERGY/IV

surface of CdTe. The air cleaved surface was ex. Fag. 2. XPS spectra of (a) vacuum cleaved. (b) air cleaved

posed to air at atmospheric pressure for 48 h prior CdTe. Inset: magnification of the Te 3d region of air cleaved

to metal deposition. An XPS spectrum of a vacuum CdTe. The spltting in the 5/2 and 3/2 peaks due to TeO2 are

cleaved (110) surface and an air cleaved (110) clearly seen.
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P IPat, *-.. R ft 4 ,Iha-s Meal (W-tiselja .

suhacte sprtc shon in .2tha3 been sodue1t1
sthac re shttngwn in ig. 2. It hapbenk swue8o

theprecnc o th sufac o oxgeninthe form
of eO. Frm fg. itisclear thtthis oxide

la',er has a drastic effect on the Schottky harrier,
fornmed tin CdTe. On the air cleaved surfaice all
metals investigated produced Schottky, bamers of
0.5 eV or greater. However on the atomically clean
vacuum cleaved surface all of the metals showed a
reduction in the measured Schottky barrier heights.
with three. In, Ag and Al producing very lo% S
barrier or ohmic behaviour. The observations on
the vacuum cleaved surface can be understood to a
large degree by use of the Schottky model. It has /2
recently been indicated 1141 that the deviations/
from the Schottky model (e.g. for Ni) occur when will
high work function metals are used which induce
Cd outdiffusion from the semiconductor surface.
This results in interface states which prevent the
Fermi level at the semiconductor surface from
shifting further than - 0.5 eV below E.. Table I
show~s those metals which show Cd outdiffusion as
the metal- semiconductor interface is formed.
Clearly. although there is Cd outdiffusion associ-
ated with low work function metals, e.g. Al, the
resulting levels generated within the gap do not
influence the Schottky barrier behaviour. Fig. 3
shows a UPS spectra of vacuum cleaved CdTe.
The spectra are measured for emission normal to

Table I
Barnier heights, measured by I-11, of various mieta-CdTe
interfaces; indicated are the systems where UPS has shown Cd 2~ ~*~ 1
outdiffusion to occur oin formation of the interface (vacuum f24. a1021 1

cleaved surface only) tiNtftYlevi

Fig. 3. Angle resol ved photoelaciron spectra for vacuum cleaved
Metal Barrier heighi (eV) Cd ot- CdTe with controlled evaporation of Al. Spectra shown are for

_____________ diffusion jCV normal emiussion, A.= 21.2 eV. angle of incidence of tight
Vacuum Air =55*. The peak marked with an arrow ai a binding energy of
cleaved cleaved -10.3 eV is due to Cd outdif fusion from CdTe into the Al

Au 096 11 Noovertayer. Spectrum I shows the vacuum cleaved CdTr surface
Au 096 11 No 5.1 Spectra 2-7 usow tie surface with gradual Al coverage. Spec.

Ag Ohmic 0.5 No 4.28 trum 8 is the CdTe surface with a thick At overlayer.
-Al Ohmric 0.93 Yes 4.26

In Ohmic 0.52 No 4.12
Sn 04 0.6 No 4.42
Cu 0.45 0.6 Yes 4.65 the surface (hwu = 21.2 eV, unpolarized). The spec-
N. 04 0.63 Yes 5.15 tra for the clam surface shows both valence band

_____________________________ emiussion as well as emission from the deeper Cd
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4d orbitals. Upon deposition of Al several things initial indiffusion of metal atoms to produce a
of note happen: (i) At very lot Al coverage. highl) n-type layer with the Fermi level being
before any modification of emission of the valence located near to the condition band edge. As the
band region occurs. all features in the spectra due metal contact grows on the surface than charge
to CdTe, shift to higher binding energies b) - 0.2 transfer now occurs from these shallow donors to
eV As the coverage of Al is increased the features the metal resulting in the Fermi level now moving
mose back to their original binding energies. (ii) back down the band gap. No outdiffusion of Cd is
Al higher Al coverage one sees a new component seen with In contacts.
appearing on the lower energy side of the Cd d The electrical, I-V, characteristics of Al and Au
emission by - 0.6 eV. As the Al coverage increases contacts to n-type CdTe are shown in fig. 5. These
this feature becomes very dominant. This is chemi- two metals produce quite different barrier be-
cally shifted emission from the Cd 4d orbitals haviour, consistent with the observations of UPS.
which has been removed from the semiconductor The metals adhere well to the Schottky model
surface and is incorporated in the metal overlayer. where the barrier height is highly dependent on the
This Cd outdiffusion has been seen for other metals metal work function.
as well, e.g. Cu and Ni. On air cleaved CdTe however the situation is

The Fermi level movement with increasing metal different. For all metals studied the presence of
coverage, as measured by UPS, is summarised for the oxide layer leads to an increase in the Schottk%
several metals in fig. 4. Several different types of barrier height, as shown in fig. I.
behaviour are seen. The first type of behaviour is The I-V characteristics of an Al-air cleaved
seen with Au. Cu and Ni also show this behaviour. CdTe diode are also shown on fig 5. For Al the
As the metal overlayer grows so the features of the
spectra gradually move to lower binding energies
idicative of a gradual movement of the Fermi level 1
at the semiconductor surface in the gap. Silver, 0S-
however, shows a behaviour where no shift of the
Fermi level at the surface is seen even for fairly
high metal coverages. Al and In. for low metal 0 61
coverages both sho%% a movement of all features in
the spectra to higher binding energies. As the
metal builds up on the surface of the semiconduc- N.A. 0

tot so the features move back to their original
binding energies. It is known that both Al and In 7 S.,i

act as shallow donors in bulk CdTe 115). The I
behaviour of these two metals is consistent with an 0 ,- I

o 0 03 07 o 1

tVt 02 03 0, 05

Ag "0 3 ,-

()e C~s,!-o T." - -- ,.-

Fij 4 Movement of the Fermi level at the CdTe surface, as Fig. 5. Cuirent-voltage characeristics (dC) lor () an At-

measured by UiPS, as vanous metals are progressively de- vacuum cleaved CdTe interface. (a) an At-air cleaved CdTe
p.stied on the clean CdTe surface interface and (0) a Au-vacuum cleaved CdTe interface
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. ... alue of harrief height wxere no Al interlaver is

4. D~i~cusitsn

In general good agreement betveen Schottkv
S 'barrier heights measured by I- I'. C- V and UPS

-( A _ techniqucs has been achieed for the metal-
vacuum cleaved CdTe systems We have sho%%n

that the type of Schottkv barrier behaviour oh-
s "er.ed on CdTe is ver, dependent on both the
metal and the nature of the CdTe surface It has

, I been noted that man\ of the metal CdTe inter-

0 0 faces are not abrupt v.ixh interface wkidths being
wide in some cases.' T . -For metals on %acuurn cleaved CdTe the results

vp can be summarised and evaluated as follovss For

low work furction metals (0, < 4 3 eV) the S, hot-

tky barrier height is less than 0.1 eV regardle,., of
whether there is Cd outdiffusion into the metal
contact. For metals of larger work function. %kith
the exception of Ni and Sn, the Schottky barriersig. 6. Current- .o :age characteristics (dC) for (0) an A!

vacuum cleaved (d It, inzerfacr I a 2 A of At, Au-sacuum formed are in rough accordance with the linear

leaved CdTc inierfacc (71) a (1 V A o At. Au vacuum .leaved interface potential model in the Schottky limit
dTe interface and (0) a Au vacuom cleaved CdTe interface [16]. The Ni CdTe system is not consistent I 1n

this behaviour. Here the Fermi level at the surlace
appears pinned at - 0.5 eV below the conduction

band, an observation which suggests that a combi-
increase in barrier height is much greater than for nation of cadmium outdiffusion and a high work
Ag. It is obvious therefore that the use of reactive function metal leads to the presence of states at
interlasers between the semiconductor surface and the interface which effectively prevents the Fermi

the metal overlaver is a way of affecting the Schot- level at the semiconductor surface from shifting
tk) barrier height. The possibility then arises of further than 0.5 eV belos the conduction band

controlling the barrier height by appropriate con- edge. The exact nature of the states responsible for
trol of the reactive interlaver. To this end we have this Fermi level pinning is as yet uncertain Several

used very thin interfacial layers of Al. a reactive acceptor levels have been observed within the gap
metal, to modify the Schottk) barriers formed by and the assignment of causatie species to these

Au on CdTe Fig. 6 shows the I V characteristics levels have been many. Comprehensive lists of

of diodes prepared ssith various Al interlayer these appear in articles b% Kroger 117) and b)
thickness contacts. The (dTe-Al and CdTe-Au Takebe et al. f 18). The levels which are believed to
contact, are the same as in fig. 5. From fig. 6 it is be correct for Cd vacancies are at E - 0.6 to 0.7
seen that b having as little as 2 A of Al between eV for a doubly charged Cd vacancy and at E,
the -.acuum cleaved ( 110) surface of CdTe and the 0.05 to 0.06 eV for a singl charged Cd "acancN. If
Au contact the Schottks barrier behaviour has one postulated that for the case of Ni--CdTe the
been drastically changed, from 0, 

= - 0.96 eV to Cd outdiffusion led to the presence, in a large
an ohmic or very loss barrier contact. At lower Al enough concentration of, doubly charged Cd
ntterlaser thickness. 08 A,. one still sees an appre- vacancies at the semiconductor interface, then the

ciable SchottkN, barrier, although reduced from the resultant pinning of the Fermi level would produce
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the Schottky harrier behaviour %een. the Au would occur, the result being a Schottkv
Even though Cd outdiffusion occurs at metal- barrier of effective height less than that observed

CdTe interfaces where the metal work function is for the simple Au-CdTe system due to tunnelling
low. e.g. Al. the resulting energy levels generated through the very thin region of the barrier at the
do not influence the Fermi levels. The importance interface. This type of result is seen with an Al
of defects and in particular the role of the Cd interlayer thickness of 0.8 A. An increase of the Al
deficiency in the formation of Au and Au/Cd interlayer thickness of 2 A produced contacts
contacts to CdTe has recently been recognised ohmic in nature This result would indicate that
119]. The Sn-CdTe system is one where agreement one now has a metallic Al overlayer on the surface.

between 1-1V and UPS evaluations of Schottky Although the Fermi level at the surface has moved
barrier height is not so good. I-V measurements, nearer to the conduction band due to the Al atoms

as shown in table 1, indicate a barrier of 0.4 eV to acting as shallow donors, one now has charge
be present. UPS, however, has shown that a lower transfer occurring between the semiconductor and
barrier of - 0.3 eV has been established [14]. Until the metallic Al overlayer rather than the subse-
a more consistent evaluation of the Schottky bar- quently deposited Au. the result being a contact
rier height for the Sn-CdTe system has been that is ohmic in nature.
established, inclusion of it in the discussion could One must also consider the possibilit% of the
be misleading. formation of "islands" of Al on the CdTe surface

Recently the formation of metal contacts to the at very low Al coverages. Deposition of an Au

related ll-IV compounds CdS and CdSe has been electrode on top of this would result in an electn-
studied [20]. It was noted that many of the inter- cal contact of "muted phases" where different
faces studied were non-abrupt with. in some cases, -types of Fermi level pinning behaviour occur. A
appreciable interfane widths. The use of ultra thin recent theoretical treatment [21] of mixed phase
layers of a reactive metal. Al, between the semi- contacts has shown that where a contact exists in
conductor and the Schottky contact. Au, led to which there are phases sho, ing different Fermi
appreciable modification of the Schottk. barrier level pinning behaviour, interactive effects are such
behaiour. This modification was very sensitive to that in measuring the contact characteristics one
the thickness v' the A in terlayers. It was concluded would only see one averaged Fermi level k--:tion.
that the mo,,.fication in Schottky barrier height If for 0.8 A of Al we postulate the presence of
was depend it on the density of metal induced Al islands on the CdTe surface then subsequent
surface states rather than on a qualitative change deposition of Au will lead to a "mixed phase"
in the nature of these states. The question must contact. The electrical characteristics of this con-
then be asked as to whether a similar philosophy tact can be understood as being consistent with
can be applied to the results observed for thin the Fermi level averaging concept.
interlayers of Al between the CdTe and the Au With 2 A of Al between the CdTe and the Au
contact. It is known that Al can act as a shallow the situation is different, and we assume that the
donor at E, -0.014 eV [15] in bulk n-type CdTe, Al patches have now developed into a smooth
so that near surface doping could generate similar continuous film of atomic thicknesses. If 2 A of Al
states at the interface. If the density of these states, forms such a film on the CdTe, then even with the
is large enough then a highly n-type surface layer subsequent deposition of Au on top of the Al. one
of CdTe may ensue with the Fermi level being would only have a single phase contact, that of the
located very near to the conduction band edge. Al to CdTe Fermi level pinning behaviour. Resu t t-
Our UPS results have Sown that a movement of ing in an ohmic or very low barrier contact.
the Fermi level at the surface towards the conduc- Introduction of oxide layers between the metal
tion band is indeed seen for very small coverage of contact and the clean CdTe surface also modifies
Al. prior to any evidence of metallic Al being seen the Schottky barrier behaviour. Oxidation of the
on the surface. If we now deposit a thick Au CdTe results in the formation of TeO 2 on the
overlayer onto this system then charge transfer to surface. For all metals studied the Schot ';y barrier
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increascs wihen an air cleaved surface is used in. rier reduction. or (b) island growth at low cover-
stead 0f a vacuum cleaved one The increases ages of A] leading to "mixed phase" contacts
however are not all of the same magnitude. Several resulting in an "averaged" Schottkv barner height.
processes mnay contribute to this. Firstly, disruption Frhriesgaon wllbe necesayt lrf
of the CdTe caused by the oxidation process maN the situation.
gisc rise to, 'urface states, thus affecting the Fermi (4) Oxide lavers on the surface of Cd re lead to
level at the semiconductor surface. Secondly. im- increase in the' measured Schottky barrier height
pingeing metal atoms may react chemically with for all metals studied. The complexity of the svs-
the surface TeO, to form metal oxide overlayers. a tems however are such that much more data will
process which is energetically fa% ourable for several be needed to adequatels describe the dominant
of the metals involved. e.g. Al. In. Cu. Sni and Ni. mechanisms responsible for these effects.
'[his may lead to a change in the work function of
the overlaver. It has been reported [22] that ex-
posure of Indium metal to air at atmospheric Acknos~ledgement
pressure increases the work function from -4.1 to
-4.6 Ev. In 1960 it was reported [231 that the The authors would like to acknowledge the
work function of outgassed N i was -5.). eV. but support of the European Research Office of the
thai the work function of outgassed NiO wxds United States Army.

-5-5 e\. However, more recent work [241 has
suggested that exposure of clean Ni ) 110) to ox) en
resulted in island growth of NiO with a resuting Re'ferenes~
decrease in wo~rk function. Hence it is difficult to
knowk exactly wshat work functions to consider (11 1 Bardeen. Pho s s 71 11941) 717

%xhen mecial- air cleaved CdTe systems are being 121 V' Heine. t'h.s Rev. A13S (1965) 6t99

on-ideed (3 C.R Crossvelt. J. Vacuum Sc, Technol I I1 19141 l95t
The'e ucerainies eantha elcidaionof he 41 1 tnkson. Jt Phss. C6 (1973) 1350,
The~ uncrtantie men tht eucidtio of he 151 5 6 !ouie and'M..L Cohen Phss Re. BiS t9

76i 246.'
dominant driv.ing force behind Schottky barrier 16) P V Chse. I Lindau. P. Pianeiia. C 'A Garner C V Su
ormation on air cleaved CdTe is still far from and V E Spicer, Phvs Re% Big (197tM 5545

being understood and that much more work is 171 R.H Williams. V Monigomery and R R %arina.
Vacuum Set. Technol 16 (1979) 418

necessary to enable progress to be made. 1R1 T P Humphres. M H Paiterson and R.H Williams.J
Vacuum Sci Tech.... 1t7 (1980) 856

91 W L Spicer P %'. Ch -e P R Skeath. C Y Su andI

5. Conclusions t..ndau J Vacuum Sci Iechnrt 16 (10
7
91 1422

lit01 RH Williams. io be published
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Fermi level pinning at metal-CdTe Interfaces
R. H. Williams and M. H. Patterson
School of Physical Sciences, The Neu, University of ULster. Coleraine. Northern Ireland

(Received 22 October 198 1; accepted for publication 24 December 198 1)

Schottky barrier formation has been studied for a range of metals on vacuum cleaved CdTe
surfaces, using a multi technique approach. Provided one eliminates the situation of cadmium
outdifflusion into high work function metals from the analysis, then the data are far closer to the
Schottky limit than previously reported. The influence oftdefects is discussed in the light of
recent data relating to Au-Cd alloy contacts.

PACS numbers: 73.30. + y, 73 40 Ns, 79 60.Os

Detailed studies of metal films deposited onto atomical- importance of defects was also pointed out.
ly clean semiconductor surfaces are gradually and progres- Both n- andp-type CdTe crystals are grown in our labo-
sively leading to a substantial improvement in our under- ratory by a Bridgman method. n-type crystals were cleaved
standing of those mechanisms of importance in Schottky in ultrahigh vacuum (- 10 Io Torr) and studied by means of
barrier formation.""3 Recent studies on clean cleaved sur- x ray and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS).
faces of some IIl-V materials have led to the conclusion that Metals were then deposited in successive submonolayer
many anomalies in our understanding of barrier formation amounts. The formation of the Schottky barrier and inter-
yan be removed by assuming that simple defects, such as face chemistry was monitored after each deposition. We em-
anion and cation vacancies at the interface, can play a domi- phasize that in these studies the use of incident electron
nant role.L4 s In order to understand in a more general way beams (LEED and Auger electron spectroscopy) was avoid-
the role played by defects it is essential therefore to extend to ed, since it has been shown previously" that such beams have
other semiconductor-metal systems the typie of studies so a detrimental effect on the order and composition of the in-
successfully carried out on the I II-V materials. Extension to terface. Following deposition of thick (- 1000 A) films the
the Il-VI solids is highly desirable, and of these CdTe is Schottky barrier heights were established, in situ, by conven-
particularly appropriate, since it can be doped both in andp tional C- V and!- V techniques.
type and ca also be readily cleaved to yield high quality Figure I illustrates a typical result, in this case for nick-
(1101 surfacies.' In these studies we have probed Schottky el on CdTe. The figure shows UPS spectra measured for
barriers formed bysa range of metals on ckamcleaved I 10) emission normal to the surface (~ = 21.2 eV, unpollarized).
surfaces of CdTe and we show that a substantial improve- The spectrum for the clean surface shows both valence-band
ment in the understanding of these mt -ifame is obtained emission as well as emission from the deeper lying Cd4d
once the importance of defects is recognized. Indeed in a orbitals. Upon deposition of nickel several things happen. (a)
recent study of Au anid Cu-Cd ailoys afs CdT* Ref. 7) the All features corresponding to eissioni from CdTe shift to

4" AM Phs IAL 40(%). 15 Me cl 1982 0003-61 /92/0090q4-OeSil00 (9) 1982 Amncam Insllusis of physics 454
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FIG. 2 Plot of barter heights, 0. s rnria .- rk function 4.for vancus
ineta-CdTe ttterfaces. Th eelecirorl affinit of CilTe. v.. is indicted ont the

the work function 0,, of the mietal is shown The values of 6,
have been taken from Ref. 9. This figure may be understood
as follows. For low work function metals, the! Schottky bar-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14. rier height measured islessthan0.l1 eV regardless of whether
Energy leV I there is Cd outdiffusion into the metal contact. The data are

FG .Ageresolved photoelectron spectra for vacuum cleaved CdTe quite consistent with the electron affinity V, value of 4 28 eV
with controlled evaporation of Ni Spectra shown anr for normal emission, reported for CdTe.'o For metals of larger work functions.
hw - 21.2 eV, angle of incidence of light - 55'. The peak marked with an with the clear exception of nickel, the barners. formed are
mrow at abinding energy of -10.3 eV is due to cadmium outdiffutsion from roughly in accordance with the linear interface poential

the CdT. into the Ni overlayer. Spectrum I &hows the vacuun cleaved mdli h cotylmt hs idnaei hr
CdT, surfae. Spectra 2 and 3 show the CdTe surilace wth progrefive Ni mdlithScokyiitTherse idnsaei hr
coverage Spectrun 4 ia of the CdTe surface with a thick Ni overlayer. contrast to those reported by otes .

It is clear from Fig. 2 that the nickel-CdTe system does
lower binding energies by - 0. 4 eV as the Schottky barrier not follow Schottky-like behavior; in this case the Fermi lev-
forms. (b) The emission in the valence-band region is modi- el at the surface appears pinned at -0.45 eV below the con-

fied as emission from the nickel becomes dominant. (c) The duction band E,. We conclude, therefore, that for the case of
emission corr esponding to the Cd4d levels is split with a new cadmium outdiffusion and a high work function metal there
component appearing at a binding energy smaller by 0.6 eV. exist states at the interface which prevent the Fermi level at
This is due to the removal of cadmium from the semiconduc- the semiconductor surface from shifting further than -0.5
tor and its incorporation in the metal overlayer. This effect eV below E,.
has been seen by other workers.' It is of considerable interest Clearly even though there is cadmium outdiffusion as-
to note that the Schottky barrier subsequently measured by sociated with some of the lou work function metals, such as
]- V and C- V methods for a thick nickel film also yielded a Al, the resulting energy levels generated do not influence the
value of -0.4 eV in excellent agreement with the photoemis- Schottky barriers formed with these metals.
sion observation Isa), above. This was indeed found to be true It is our conclusion therefore that metal-CdTe inter-
for all the metals studied. face in general show a behavior close to the Schottky limit

Table I summarises the measured barriers for a range of provided those high work function metals which are also
-metals on CdTe and also indicates those where outduifusion associated with cadmium outdiffusion are eliminated from

of Cd was observed. In Fig. 2 a plot of barrier heights against the analysis. It is of some interest to consider these findings
in the light of a recent paper by Kuech.' In this work it was

TABLE 1. Ramae heigbt, measured by I-V.,nd UPS, of variousal- found that gold conta.cts on cleaved CdTe yielded Schottky
CdTe interfa barriers of 0.65 eV but if an Au/Cd alloy was used a barrier

______________________________ of 0.92 eV was obtained. The importance of defects. and in
Barrier heights 1*V) Cadmium outdiluiosi particular the cadmium deficiency, was recognized, very

meta I-V UPS at the malarface *,(ev) much in agreement with the present work, although our val-
0.2 S N 51ue of O5 for gold on CdTe dffers from that reported by

Al Obmsac Ohmc Yet 4.26 Kutch.
Ag Ohmic Ohmic NO 428 It is not posible at this stage to analyze in more detail

th nature of te energy levels leading to pining of the Fee-
is -0.4 0.3 No 4.42

Ca -04 0.2 Yea 4.65 mi level following the depletion of cadmium from the semi-
Ni -0.45 0.4 Yet 5.15 conductor. However, a very large number of defect levels. are

known to exist in the" band gap of CdTt and many have

4" AptWiy Lee, Vol.40 Nlo, 6, Is MW C Is" R. H. WWlMaiand WM. Patilauon 4"
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SECTION 2

Surface Defects on Semiconductors
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2.1 Introduction

The importance of surface electronic states in determining the

distribution of electronic charge at and near a semiconductor surface has

long been recognised and widely studied [1.21. These states determine the

nature and width of the space charge layer in the semiconductor. The

relationship between these "surface" states and the "interface" states at

boundaries between semiconductors and metals or insulators is still the

subject of considerable interest and intense study and up to the present

time there are a large number of questions which remain unresolved. Inter-

face states between solids such as Si and SiO 2 , or between GaAs and its

oxides, are of enormous technological importance and there are many applica-

tions of solids such as the III-V compound semiconductors which are being

hindered by an inadequate lack of control over the nature and densities of

interface states formed. This in turn reflects our poor understanding of

the origin of interface states. During the last ten years or so modern

surface and interface spectroscopies [3,4] such as LEED and Auger electron

spectroscopy have become readily available so that much of the current

experimental work in this area is aimed at obtaining a detailed unde-standing

of the precise relationship between the types and exact location of atoms

at the interface and the resulting electronic structure. A large number

of these experiments involve highly detailed studies of crystallographic

ordering, chemical interactions and shifts of the Fermi levels at the surface

as metal or gaseous overlayers are deposited on atomically clean semicon-

ductor surfaces [5-8]. These have shown that a large number of semiconductor-

metal interfaces are complex both crystallographically and chemically and

that imperfections at these interfaces can often dominate the electronic

properties of the interface. In this section we consider and discuss some

aspects relating to surface and interface defects on semiconductors and theLway these in turn may influence electronic devices such as Schottky diodes.
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Consider a very simple model of an n-type semiconductor with discrete

acceptor like surface states as illustrated in fig. 2.1. The band bending

VB is related to the electron density No and surface state density Ns by

the equation

2E£coNoV
B

NS =

It is clear that for reasonable values of No and e then values of Ns of around

1012 cm- 2 are associated with eVB of the order of 1 eV. Since the density

of atoms in the outermost layer is around 1015 cm-2 it may be seen that very

small densities of surface states have a pronounced influence on band bending.

These surface states may be acceptor or donor in nature and are often

associated with broken bonds at the surface (dangling bonds) and with the

termination of the bulk potential (1,2]. They may also be readily generated

by the adsorption of contaminants on the surface. In addition it has recently

become clear that surface defects or imperfections can also lead to donor

and acceptor states in the band gap and that these in turn can dominate the

distribution of charge near the surface. Fig. 2.2 illustrates some possible

types of imperfections which will later be considered. It includes surface

steps as well as vacancies and antisite defects both close to the surface

and in the surface layer itself. Should these generate electronic states

in the band gap, then a defect density of around 10- 3 monolayer can clearly

be of great importance.

In Part 2 we consider aspects of the role of defects on atomically

clean semiconductor surfaces. In part 3 we consider briefly the influence

of defects on adsorption of gases and vapours on semiconductor surfaces and

in part 4 we deal with defects at metal-semiconductor interfaces and in

particular with their relevance in pinning the Fermi level and in establishing

* I schottky barrier heights. Since the most detailed studies have been carried

out on III-V semiconductors most of our discussion will relate to these.
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Fig. 2:1 Acceptor surface states on an n-type semiconductor
leading to a depletion layer.
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Fig. 2:2 Surface imperfections; steps, vacancies and antisite
defects.
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2.2 Clean Semiconductor surfaces

There have been extensive studies of surface states on clean cleaved

group IV, III-V, and II-VI semiconductors. It appears that intrinsic

surface states may lead to strong pinning of the Fermi level at (111)

surfaces of Si and Ge [9.1]. However, for high quality cleaved surfaces of

III-V compound semiconductors, such as the (110) surface of GaAs, the

relaxation of the surface atoms from their bulk positions [10,11] drives

the intrinsic anion and cation derived "dangling bond" bands from the gap

[12,131. Thus for a "perfect" defect free GaAs (110) surface there are no

intrinsic states pinning the Fermi level at the surface and the contact

potential difference between highly n-type and highly p-type crystals is

rouyhly equal to the band gap. This means that cleaved III-V semiconductor

surfaces are useful test beds to probe the effect of imperfections which

generate gap states, since the defect states are not masked by intrinsic

states.

It is now generally agreed that cleavage steps on GaAs (110) surfaces

do generate states in the gap yielding strong Fermi level pinning on n-type

crystals [14,15]. Perhaps the most convincing evidence in this regard is

that produced by Monch and Clemens [15] who identified step related acceptor

levels situated around 0.6 eV above the valence band edge. Little is known

about the precise origin of these gap states but Joannopoulus and Mele 116]

have assumed that the edges of planar (110) fractures are involred.

Theoretical estimates of the energy levels associated with the resulting

dangling bonds suggest the formation of occupied and unoccupied states in

the gap which can account for the pinning energies. It is not possible to

take this as conclusive at this stage and further microscopic studies of step

profiles on such surfaces are desirable.

Step related surface and sub-surface defect states have also been

observed on cleaved InP (110) surfaces by photoluminescence [17,18]. Peaks
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in the spectra associated with steps have been attributed to defect levels

just below the conduction band. Typical spectra are shown in Fig. 2.3.

Clearly, therefore, imperfections at and near the cleaved (110)

surfaces of several III-V semiconductors lead to strong pinning effects.

Many experimentalists prepare clean surfaces by heating, by ion bombardment

and annealing, or by using molecular beam epitaxy to generate the substrate

and associated surface, Almost invariably the Fermi levels at surfaces

cleaned or prepared in this way are very strongly pinned [19-21]. There is

a great deal of evidence showing that, at least for III-V materials such as

GaAs and InP, sputtering and heating cycles lead to surfaces which are non-

stoichiometric chemically [10] and which have a large fraction of the surface

atoms, perhaps as many as 20% at step edges [22]. In addition microscopic

studies [21] often show small spheres of metals (Ga or In) on the surface.

The intrinsic Fermi level pinning by defects on these surfaces make them

rather unsuitable *or systematic studies of Schottky barrier formation with

a range of met, (discussed in part 4). For example, it has been shown [19]

that the Fermi level pinning is dominated by sputter induced near surface

defects when Ag is deposited on a sputter cleaned GaAs (110) substrate.

Likewise all metals on sputter cleaned n-type InP (110) surfaces yield very

low effective barriers. Such surfaces are known to be non-stoichiometric

with the surface region being deficient in the anion (phosphorus) species.

It is natural therefore to consider the effect of anion vacancies on pinning

behaviour. This question is persued further in part 4.

2.3 Adsorbed layers on semiconductors

The adsorption of a gas on a semiconductor surface may alter the charge

distribution near the surface and may also significantly influence the

electronic nature of a contact between the semiconductor and a metal. The

detailed way in which the adsorbate generates states in the gap may be

complex and is very often associated in some way with surface defects. The
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adsorbate may generate donor or acceptor states directly following bonding

to the surface, or indirectly by doping the surface region either intersti-

tially or substitutionally, or it may create native defects such as vacancies

by strong interaction with the semiconductor surface. The adsorption process

itself is very often strongly influenced by surface imperfections such as

steps. In particular Kasupke and Henzler [23] have clearly shown that a

step density of about 15% leads to a factor of ten increase in the initial

sticking coefficient of oxygen on cleaved silicon (ill) surfaces. Likewise

very large variations in the initial sticking coefficients of oxygen on

cleaved III-V surfaces have been described in the literature, and associated

with surface defects (24,25].

To illustrate the influence of step related defects on the bending of

the energy bands near the semiconductor surface we again consider photo-

luminescence studies on cleaved InP crystals and the variation of that

intensity with exposure of the clean cleaved surface to oxygen. In Fig. 2.3

photoluminescence spectra from stepped andstep free regions of the InP

surface were shown. Upon exposure of the step free region to oxygen the

intensities of all peaks are first substantially attenuated and then recover

as illustrated in fig. 2.4. The attenuation is partly associated with

increased surface recombination and with increased band bending. The major

part of the dip in intensity in fig. 2°4 is due to the formation of a

depletion layer as shown. In this case the adsorbed oxygen (highly electro-

negative) forms acceptor states on the surface. The surface charge here

corresponds to less than 1012 electrons per cm
2 . With further exposure

the oxygen begins to disrupt the surface, and certainly leads to a highly

disordered surface layer with a high density of defects. These defects in

turn are believed to pin the Fermi level near the conduction band. For step

free regions the movement of the Fermi level measured by photoelectron

spectroscopy [26] follows the same trend with oxygen exposure as that shown
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in fig. 2.4. For the stepped regions, however, the dip shown in fig.

2.4 is not pronounced. The interpretation is that the step induced

defects pin the Fermi level in such a way that it cannot move upon

exposure to oxygen.

From the above discussion, therefore, we see that surface defect

such as steps and vacancies can severely influence the adsorption and

interaction of gases with a semiconductor surface. The adsorption

process in turn can generate surface defects, and the adsorbed species

and surface defects, adsorbate induced or otherwise, can all lead to

energy levels in the gap and to Fermi level pinning. In view of the

complex nature of these processes it is not surprising that our under-

standing of them is at a very elementary stage. There is a great need

for microscopic surface analytical techniques to be fully developed

and applied to these problems and indeed there are indications that this

will be achieved during the next few years [27].

Adsorption induced defects states on semiconductor surfaces can

have a pronounced effect on the Schottky barrier when metal contacts are

deposited on these surfaces. This is illustrated [28] in fig. 2.5.

Here we show AES and LEED for a clean InP surface and following the

exposure of the surface to water vapour. We also show the I-V curves

for diodes formed by depositing Ag on the clean surface and on surfaces

exposed to water. The effective lowering of the Schottky barrier has

been associated with adsorbate induced defect levels. The water vapour

is believed to adsorb dissociatively in part and indeed defects may also

play a role in this dissociation process. There are other examples of

similar effects when H2S is adsorbed on InP (291 and on GaAs [30,31).

2.4 Metals on semiconductors

2.4.1 Perfect and imperfect interfaces

During the past few years there have been many detailed studies

of the interaction of metals with semiconductors, making use in particularLj 88
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silver is deposited on the corresponding surface.
After ref. 28.
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of modern surface electron spectroscopies such as Auger spectroscopy

(AES) and photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) often with synchrotron

radiation as the exciting source. These studies have shown beyond

doubt that the inimate interface formed at room temperature between

atomically clean metals and semiconductors are complex regions which very

often are not atomically abrupt nor indeed fully ordered. These

observations have led to theoretical viewpoints of the interface which

take into account imperfections and defects and which assume that in

many instances defects such as vacancies or substitutional and intersti-

tial impurities dominate the electronic nature of the interface. Indeed

Andrews and Phillips [32] in 1973 grouped interfaces into categories

which included (a) weakly interacting systems (e.g. where the metal is

physically absorbed on the semiconductor), (b) systems where the metal

and semiconductor interdiffuse (with the metal "doping" the semiconductor),

and (c) systems where the metal and semiconductor interact very strongly

giving rise to new chemical products at the interface.

An interesting illustration of the difference between (a) and

(c) above has recently been reported by Hughes et al. (33]. A range

of metals were deposited on atomically clean cleaved surfaces of the

semiconductor GaSeo This solid has a graphitic like layered structure

in which the surface bonds are saturated, leading to an inert and

highly perfect surface. Photoemission from the valence bands and from

Ga3d and Se3d core levels were then recorded both for the clean surface

and with progressive deposition of Al on the surface. Fig. 2.6a shows

typical results for the case of an Al overlayer. It may be seen that

emission from the Ga3d and Se3d core levels are slowly attenuated as

the Al thickness increases. However, as the thickness increases beyond

around 8 a chemically shifted component of the Ga3d emission appears,

and grows with increasing thickness. Clearly the Al is now chemically
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interacting with the GaSe surface, dissociating it and releasing Ga

atoms which are then incorporated in the growing Al film. Al on GaSe

therefore represents a strongly interacting system which leads to a

dissociated and disordered surface. In contrast when Ag and Au are

deposited there is no such dissociation of the surface; the Ga3d and

Se3d core levels are equ.ally attenuated and no chemically shifted

components appear. Clearly, therefore, Ag and Au on GaSe represent

category (a) in the classification outlined whereas Al on GaSe

represents category (c).

There are two aspects of the above work in particular that merit

further comment. First of all it was observed (33] that metals which

readily react chemically with Se (i.e. which havea large negative heat

of reaction with Se) are the ones which most readily dissociate the

surface of GaSe. Thus bulk thermodynamic data (heats of reaction),

in this instance at least, appear to yield a good guide of interface

interaction. This point is somewhat controversial and will be discussed

again later when we consider III-V semiconductors. The second point

relates to the pinning of the Fermi level at the GaSe interfacw. For

the clean surface the Fermi level is not pinned and the bands are flat

up to the surface. Deposition of metals lead to shifts from this flat

band condition and these shifts are shown in fig. 2.6b. Here the

horizontal axis represents 0m, the work function of the metal. It may

be seen that large shifts are observed for those metals which weakly

interact with the surface (Au, Ag, Sn) whereas those metals which

interact strongly pin the Fermi level at a constant value. It

seems certain that the defects associated with the highly disordered

and dissociated interface: pin the Fermi level at this constant value.

Certainly, abrupt, ordered, weakly interacting viewpoints are not

appropriate for these reactive systems on GaSe and indeed there is
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strong evidence that this is so for many metals on group IV, III-V

and II-VI semiconductors.

The above data for weakly interacting metals on GaSe are in rough

accordance with the linear model of Schottky barrier formation in the

Schottky limit. The linear model relates the barrier height to 4 m by:

S( = s($m - Xsc) + C

where C is a constant, Xsc the electron affinity of the semiconductor,

and S a constant for a given semiconductor. Thus in the Schottky limit

[34] S = 1, whereas in the Bardeen limit [35] S = 0. It may be seen

however that a value of S % 0 rather than S = i is more appropriate for

the reactive metals on GaSe and clearly a constant value of S for all

metals, reactive and unreactive alike, is quite inappropriate. It has

been shown that considerable care must be exercised in the application

of the linear model to metal-semiconductor systems. It has been widely

applied in the literature but often its use has been on a very uncertain

and doubtful basis. The linear model formed the basis of the classifi-

cation of metal-semiconductor systems in the work of Kurtin et al. [36],

In that classification S was plotted for a whole range of semiconductors

(37] as a function of the ionicity of that semiconductor (defined as the

electronegativity difference between anion and cation in the semicon-

ductor, e.g. between Ga and As in GaAs). It was suggested that S values

close to zero were appropriate for covalent solids such as Si, InP and

GaAs but that values of S around unity applied to ionic solids such as

ZnS or SiO2. A well defined transitio was suggested at a critical

electronegativity difference. The basis of this classification now,

however, appears uncertain. Schluter [38] has reanalysed much of the

original data and shown that such a transition is not well defined. In

addition it has been shown that solids such as InP [39], CdTe (40] and

GaSe (331 do not yield values of S in accordance with the classification
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of Kurtin et al. [36] and that in these cases the linear model is not

universally ap,)licable.

To summarise, therefore, it seems clear that many metal-

semiconductor interfaces are not atomically abrupt or fully ordered, and

in order to account for the electrical nature of such interfaces models

which take into consideratiors imperfections are most appropriate.

2.4.2. Chemical Reactions and Interdiffusion

In the previous part the apparent relationship between Fermi level

pinning and the nature of the metal-semiconductor interaction was illus-

trated0 A similar behaviour is also often seen for metals on III-V

semiconductors. In fig. 2.7 the Fermi level pinning positions for a

range of metals on n-type GaAs [41] and on n-type InP [42] are illustrated.

On GaAs all metals shown as well as oxygen seem to lead to a constant

pinning energy just below mid-gap. Even metals such as Au and Cs,

which have a large electronegativity difference, lead to similar pinning

energies. This behaviour led Spicer et al. [41] to propose the "defect

model" of Schottky barrier formation, i.e. they assumed that Fermi level

pinning is caused by states in the semiconductor generated by interactions

with the various metals. Since some of these interfaces were shown to

be non-abrupt it was concluded that pinning was by defect states in

the semiconductor near the interface. Williams et al. [39] arrived at

a similar conclusion in their studies of Schottky barrier formation on

InPo It seems that in this case highly reactive metals such as Ni lead

to pinning of the Fermi level fairly close to the conduction band

whereas unreactive metals such as Au and Ag lead to pinning energies

closerto the centre of the band gap.

The difference in the nature of the chemical interaction experienced

by InP when Au and Ni overlayers are deposited is illustrated in fig. 2.8.

Photoemission from the In4d and P2p core levels are shown both for the
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clean surface and following the deposition of Ni and Au. With progres-

sive Au deposition the In4d and P2p core levels are attenuated more or

less equally and no chemically shifted components are seen (other than

Fermi level shifts). The behaviour of Ni is totally different. Here

the phosphorus emission is attenuated very rapidly, whereas a chemically

shifted component of the In4d emission persists following the deposition

of relatively thick Ni films [43]. Clearly the Ni metal interacts with

the InP in such a way as to dissociate the InP surface and release In

atoms which are then incorporated in the Ni overlayer.

There are two major questions which we wish to address relating

to metal-semiconductor interactions of the kind illustrated in fig. 2.8.

These related to the "interface width" and also to whether or not bulk

thermodynamic values such as heats of reaction are of use in determining

the interactions at the interface. We will take the second question

first.

Brillson [44] and Brillson et al. [45] have attempted to relate

Schottky barrier formation for metals on III-V semiconductors to the

heat of reaction of the metal atom forming the overlayer with the anion

species. Thus Al has a larger negative heat of reaction with As than

does Ga so that for Al on GaAs it is likely that Ga will be replaced by

Al in the surface layer. However, the usefulness of this approach has

been strongly challenged by Bauer et al. [46], who studied the surface

dissociation involved when Au, Ga or Ge ' ere deposited on AlAs (110)

and (100) surfaces. By comparing the data obtained with similar studies

on GaAs (110) surfaces, Bauer et al. [46] concluded that bulk thermo-

dynamic data was not a useful guide and that "local interactions" deter-

mine whether or not the interface will dissociate upon deposition of a

metal overlayer. However, it should be noticed that Bauer et al. [46]

compared measurements for metals on cleaved GaAs surfaces with those on
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AlAs films grown by molecular beam epitaxy. It is known that slight

deviations of the semiconductor surface from stoichiometry (471 as

well as defects such as steps [5] or vacancies can strongly influence

such interactions and it is not clear that the precise nature of the

AlAs surface prepared by Bauer et al. [45] was comparable to those of

cleaved GaAs in this respect. In their detailed studies of metal-

cleaved InP interactions Williams et al. [43] showed that bulk heats of

reaction did give a useful guide to interface chemistry. However, if

the semiconductor surface was slightly sputtered by argon ions, the

detailed interactions with metals subsequently deposited were drastically

influenced [5] though the surface stoichiometry and order was hardly

changed by the very light sputtering event. From these studies we

conclude that for metal overlayers on a high quality cleaved surface of

a given semiconductor, bulk thermodynamic quantities do yield a useful

guide of whether or not chemical interactions will take place, at least

in a limited number of cases, but such interactions may be readily

influenced by deviations of the surface from perfection. There is at

the present time considerable interest in the initiation of chemical

interactions at interfaces such as Al-GaAs [47] and Al-InP [48). There

is strong evidence that in many instances exchange reactions do not

0
occur until the metal coverage exceeds 1 A or so, and this in turn

depends also on the semiconductor surface chemical stoichiometry [47].

0
(It may be seen that the finite metal thickness of around 8 A is needed

before strong chemical interactions are observed for the Al-GaSe system

in fig. 2.6a). It has been suggested that the driving energy associated

with the surface dissociation is derived from theenergy released in

the formation of metallic nuclei on the semiconductor surface (47-49].

Whereas this is both feasible and likely, it is certain that further

detailed studies are necessary before definitive statements can be made.
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We now turn to the question of "interface width". In fig. 2.8

typical attenuation of core level photoemission due to the metal adlayers

was illustrated. For the case of Au and Ag on InP, for example, the

attenuation of In4d and P2p emission is roughly equal, whereas following

Ni deposition the P2p emission is attenuated more rapidly than the In4d.

Brillson et al. [50] have assumed that an "interface width" may be

defined which is given by the metal overlayer thickness necessary to

attenuate the anion emission by 1. Thus for Ni on Inp, the P2p emission
e

is very rapidly attenuated and the "interface width" is therefore small.

For Ag or Au on InP the P2p emission is only slowly attenuated and the

interface width is therefore large. Brillson et al. [50] then probed

this interface width for a large number of interfaces and arrived at the

plot shown in fig. 2.9. The horizontal scale here is the heat of reac-

tion of the atoms forming the metal overlayer with the anion species,

so that large negative heats of reaction lead to very abrupt interfaces

and unreactive systems to large interface widths. If correct, this

analysis is extremely important for it yields a new systematic charac-

terisation of interfaces. We therefore examine the basis of the analysis

a little further.

We note that for the case of reactive metals such as Ni on InP

the In4d emission is attenuated only slowly due to the release of In from

the interface and its incorporation in or on the metal contact. However

the rapid attenuation of the P2pemission gives no information at all

relating to interface width since the Ni atoms may penetrate into the

semiconductor and this is not measured. For the case of unreactive

metals it has already been noted that the In4d and P2p emissions are

attenutated much more slowly than would be expected if the metal overlayer

grew in a layer upon layer or laminar fashion. Because the attenuation

is slow Brillson et al. (50] assume that P and In atoms are released from
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the semiconductor interface and incorporated in the metal overlayer in

0
roughly equal amounts. Thus following the deposition of say 20 A of

Ag one still sees large In4d and P2p photoemission. It is important to

note that this analysis depends entirely on the necessity for the metal

to grow according to layer upon layer mode. Yet it has recently been

unambiguously shown that this is not the case for metals such as Ag

deposited at room temperature onto cleaved InP [5] and GaAs (51] surfaces

and on GaAs surfaces prepared by MBE [52]. The growth mode involves

substantial island formation (Stranski-Krastanov mode). In this situa-

tion the attenuation of the substrate core level emission must be less

rapid than for the case of a layer upon layer growth mode, because

substrate emission will persist from the regions in between the islands.

We conclude therefore that the basis on which interface widths are

established by Brillson et al. [50] are of doubtful validity and plots

of the kind shown in fig. 2.9 are not useful. Indeed detailed studies

of Ag-GaAs [51,52] and Ag-InP [5] interfaces by several workers recently

have failed to show that these interfaces arenon-abrupt, provided the

metal is deposited at room temperature onto high quality surfaces.

Indeed for metal-InP (110) systems it has been suggested that Ag and

Cu-InP interfaces may be more abrupt than Ni-InP ones in complete

contradiction to fig. 2.8 [53]. We conclude therefore that analyses of

interface widths along the lines adopted by Brillson et al. (50]

are not appropriate. Existing information in the literature regarding

the abruptness of interfaces such as Ag-InP and Ag-GaAs (and indeed

Ag-Si) is controversial and clearly requires more detailed studies for

the many remaining questions to be resolved. Finally we also note that

much of the photoemission evidence in the literature relating to the

above questions have relied on an analysis of the spin orbit splitting

of the 5d and 4d valence levels in Au and Ag respectively and differences

in these splittings when the film is very thin compared to when it is
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thick (46,50,54). Smaller spin-orbit splittings at very low coverages

0
(a few A) were assumed to indicate the absence of island growth. In

the light of experiments where the spin-orbit splitting of the Ag4d

photoemission was shown to be highly dependent on cluster size [551, it

is clear that the interpretation of such variations for Au and Ag on

III-V semiconductors is not conclusive and needs to be re-examined.

2.4.3 Interface defects and Fermi level pinning

As stated previously, a large number of intimate metal-semiconductor

interfaces are non-abrupt and disordered and it is clear that models

involving imperfections at the interface are more appropriate than

those relating to ordered, perfect boundaries. In view of the fact

that the semiconductor surface often becomes deficient in either the

anion or the cation it is appropriate to first consider the effect of

such deficiencies. For the case of InP this was first done by Srivastava

(56,391 who calculated the likely energy levels generated near the surface

as a result of the generation of phosphorus point vacancies. It was shown

that such a vacancy could lead to an energy level close to the conduction

band and that it could either donate or accept electrons. Thus, if such

defects existed near the surface in sufficient number, they could

certainly pin the Fermi level close to the conduction band, as observed

when surfaces are sputter cleaned (with loss of phosphorus), or when

they are exposed to gases such as oxygen or chlorine. The calculations

carried out be Srivastava (56] employed the semi-empirical pseudo-

potential method and obviously cannot be taken as highly accurate.

These studies have been taken further by Daw and Smith [57-601 and by

Allen and Dow [611, wt-. have used the tight binding method. Daw and

Smith [57] calculated pinning levels associated with anion and cation

vacancies both when those vacancies are in the bulk and at the surface.
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Again it was shown that they could have donor or acceptor nature.

Of particular significance are the calculations of Daw and Smith (60]

for the pinning energies in a range of III-V alloys and their results

for GaAs-AIAs-InAs alloys are illustrated in fig. 2.10. The theoretical

pinning energies of the bulk and surface anion vacancies are compared

with the measured values and the experimental trend is clearly reproduced

by the calculations. Similar trends have been observed for a number of

other III-V alloy systems.

Although the calculations of Daw and Smith E57] mostly refer to

anion vacancies it is normally cations that are incorporated in the

contact material when metals such as Al are deposited on GaAs [62,47]

or InP (631. It appears that calculations of defect energies based on

cation vacancies do not adequately account for the donor and acceptor

nature of the pinning levels (57] but antisite defects, i.e. cations

on anion sites should also be considered. Allen and Dow [61] have in

fact used the tight binding method to calculate antisite defect energies

in a range of III-V alloys and again reproduce the trends seen in

experimental Schottky barrier determination. This is illustrated for

the alloy Ga1_xAlx As in fig. 2.11.

There are several aspectsof the "defect model" of Schottky barrier

formation which deserve further conent and examination. The first

relates to the accuracy of the calculations leading to trends such as

those shown in figs. 2.10 and 2.11 and the usefulness of the tight

binding method for this purpose. In order to calculate the defect

energies it is necessary to consider several conduction bands in the

calculation, and it is not clear whether or not the existing tight

binding methods deal with the conduction bands in an accurate enough

way or whether they include a sufficient number of them. According to

Singh Lindefeldt and Zunger [64], the tight binding method is not

sufficiently accurate to calculate defect energies with the accuracy
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necessary to confirm the "defect model". Detailed discussions of more

accurate methods of calculating defect energies have been given in the

literature and at the present time these methods are being refined

[65,64]. Until these methods are fully applied, therefore, the

question of the accuracy of the tight binding model and the usefulness

of data such as those shown in figs. 2.10 and 2.11 must remain uncertain.

The second aspect of the defect model we wish to consider is the

location of possible defect sites with respect to the surface. It is

clear from fig. 2.10 that agreement between the pinning energies

predicted by the tight binding calculations with experiment values

is superior for the situation where the anion vacancy is in the surface

layer, rather than in the bulk. The calculations, however, are for a

free surface and do not take into ac.*ount the fact that in a real

situation there is a metal contact on the surface. Due to the penetra-

tion of the tails of wave functions associated with electron states in

the metal, and the likelyhood that a metal atom would sit in the

vacancy, it is difficult to see that vacancies in the outermost surface

layer are appropriate or that their energies would relate in any simple

way to those calculated by Daw and Smith [57], or by Allen and Dow (61).

It is thus far more likely that the relevant defects are those in layers

below the surface, and that the vaiation of defect energy with distance

from the surface, as well as the disorder that is known to exist at

many interfaces would lead to some broadened distribution of interface

states. It is of considerable interest to note that the non-ideality

of Schottky diodes (the "To anomaly") has been associated with an

exponential or parabolic distribution of interface states (661 and

defects of the kind outlined above could clearly serve as the origin of

such states.

Finally, we consider whether, if defect states are available at

the metal-semiconductor interface in densities sufficient to cause
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substantial pinning, they can be detected directly by currently

popular surface electron spectroscopies such as UPS. In order to

achieve pinning of the kind observed for metals on GaAs (i.e. where S

is close to zero) a simple theoretial analysis [67,68] indicates that

a density of interface gap states approaching 1014 cm- 2 is required.

If these states were confined to a fairly narrow energy range, as

assumed in the defect model, then it would be anticipated that they

could be detected directly by techniques such as UPS and low energy

electron loss spectroscopy (LEELS). The former technique in particular

is capable of probing just a few atomic layers near the surface, provided

the excitation energy is appropriately chosen, and should have a high

sensitivity to occupied localised states in the band gap. Remarkably,

though, photoemission from surface defect levels has rarely been observed

Such localised emission has been observed by Montgomery et al. 1291 for

the case where clean cleaved InP surfaces were exposed to water vapour

for extended periods. The exposures concerned were certainly sufficient

to drastically influence Schottky barriers formed with Au and Ag contacts.

Oxygen induced states in the band gap have also been observed by Thuault

et al. (69] during their studies of oxygen adsorption on GaAs (110)

surfaces using photoemission yield spectroscopy. Indeed in these studies

it was reported that the density of oxygen induced surface states was

greater than the density of oxygen atoms on the surface by around an

order of magnitude and approached 1014 cm- 2 at very low oxygen coverages.

Bolmont et al. (511 have also observedstates of this kind in the band

gap of GaAs following very small coverages of Ag. However, they preferred

to interpret these states in terms of an adsorbate induced change of

the surface relaxation rather than in terms of adsorbate induced defect

levels, Clearly, therefore, there is a need for more detailed studies

of surface defects and in particular there is a need to develop and apply
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techniques which can identify and characterise the defect levels and

their influence on metal-semiconductor interfaces.

2.5 Conclusions

It is now well known that the existence ofsurface defects close

to or at a semiconductor surface can have a significant influence on

the distribution of electronic charge near that surface and on the

way that surface interacts with gases and metals. In many instances

the existence of a very small density of surface defects can trap

electrons and holes on the surface and determine the magnitude of the

space charge layer near the surfaces. The interactions between surface

defects and the adsorption of gas on a semiconductor is often complex.

The adsorption of the gas, its possible molecular dissociation, and the

way it chemically reacts with the semiconductor is often controlled by

the presence of surface defects. The gas-solid interaction in turn may

generate more defects which can influence the electronic properties of

the near surface region.

The interaction of metals with clean semiconductor surfaces often

lead to interfacial layers which are disordered and which may contain

new reaction products, and in addition the metal and semiconductor may

intermix even at room temperature. All these processes may be influenced

by the perfection of the semiconductor surface. Theories of Schottky

barrier formation which assume abrupt and ordered boundaries do not

describe these situations adequately! theories which take into account

imperfections are more suitable and have been more successful in descri-

bing the range of experimental data obtained on III-V semiconductors.

The "defect model" has been particularly successful but there are still

a number of issues relating to this model which are still unresolved.

There are also a number of unresolved issues relating to the experimental

data and in particular to the width of imperfect interfaces.
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At the present time our understanding of surface and interface

defects on semiconductors at a microscopic level is at a very elementary

stage. Since their existence and detailet- interactions control so many

surface processes there is a great need to apply and develop methods

which can probe the nature of surface defects on a atomic scale.
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